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Abstract. We provide several results on the existence of metrics of non-
negative sectional curvature on vector bundles over certain cohomogeneity
one manifolds and homogeneous spaces up to suitable stabilization.
Beside explicit constructions of the metrics, this is achieved by identifying
equivariant structures upon these vector bundles via a comparison of their
equivariant and non-equivariant K-theory. For this, in particular, we
transcribe equivariant K-theory to equivariant rational cohomology and
investigate surjectivity properties of induced maps in the Borel fibration
via rational homotopy theory.
Introduction
The Soul Theorem of Cheeger and Gromoll [CG72] determines the structure
of an open Riemannian manifold of non-negative (sectional) curvature. For
such a manifold X there exists a totally convex and totally geodesic closed
submanifold M ⊂ X such that X is diffeomorphic to the total space of the
normal bundle of M in X.
Every closed Riemannian manifold M can be realized as a soul: just take
the product Riemannian manifold M ×Rk for any k ≥ 1, where Rk is endowed
with the Euclidean flat metric. Since M × Rk is a trivial vector bundle over
M , it is natural to ask what happens with non-trivial ones.
Question (Converse to the Soul Theorem). Let M be a closed manifold of
non-negative curvature, and let E be a vector bundle over M . Does (the total
space of) E admit a metric of non-negative curvature?
There exist examples of vector bundles over base spaces with infinite funda-
mental group where the total space admits no metric of non-negative curvature
[OW94], [BK01], [BK03]. However, no obstructions are known in the case
of finite fundamental group. Moreover, all real vector bundles over Sn, with
2 ≤ n ≤ 5, admit non-negative curvature [GZ00]. For higher dimensional
spheres, there is the following result of Rigas [Rig78]: for every real vector
bundle E → Sn, n arbitrary, there is some k such that E ×Rk admits a metric
of non-negative curvature. This is one of the results that motivate the present
article. As we shall discuss below, Rigas’ statement (or even stronger versions
of it) have already been shown to hold when one replaces the base space Sn
by certain classes of homogeneous spaces [GA17] [GAZ17], certain classes of
biquotients [GAZ18], or by several 4-dimensional cohomogeneity one spaces
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[GZ11]. Recall that a manifold M with an action of a Lie group G is said
to be of cohomogeneity one if the orbit space M/G is of dimension one. The
main purpose of this article is to prove the following result, which provides
extensions and variations of Rigas’ result in the class of cohomogeneity one
spaces of arbitrary dimension. We refer the reader who is unfamiliar with the
basic structure and the standard notation of cohomogeneity one manifolds to
Section 1. Note that throughout the entire article “non-negative curvature”
will always refer to non-negative sectional curvature, and all the metrics are
assumed to be complete.
Theorem A. LetM be a closed connected manifold with an action by a compact
connected Lie group G with orbit space an interval, and let (G,H,K−,K+)
be the associated group diagram. Assume that the isotropy groups H,K±
are connected and that the singular orbits have codimension 2 in M (i.e.
K±/H ∼= S1).
(1) Suppose rkG = rkK±, and suppose moreover pi1(G) is torsion-free and
the groups K± are good1. Then, for every complex vector bundle E
over M there is an integer k such that the product manifold E × Rk
carries a metric of non-negative curvature.
(2) Suppose rkG−rkK± ≤ 1. Then, for every real vector bundle E over M
there are integers q > 0 and k such that the product manifold qE × Rk
carries a metric of non-negative curvature (here qE denotes the total
space of the Whitney sum of q copies of E).
Before putting Theorem A into perspective, let us discuss to which classes
of manifolds it applies.
Remark 1. First of all, the class of cohomogeneity one manifolds with singular
orbits of codimension 2 turns out to be fairly rich. It includes (without
specifying the corresponding action): S2, S4, S2 × S2, CP 2, CP 2]CP 2 (where
CP 2 denotes CP 2 with opposite orientation), every homotopy RP 5, every
SO(3)-principal bundle (resp. every SO(4)-principal bundle) over S4 [GZ00],
and an infinite family of 10-dimensional manifolds which admit free actions
producing very interesting classes of non-negatively curved 7-dimensional
manifolds [GKS17]. Moreover, this class is closed under taking products with
homogeneous manifolds, endowed with the obvious product action.
Part (1) of Theorem A only applies to few of these manifolds. Indeed, as
explained in more detail in Remark 2.8 below, our assumptions imply that
the manifolds in question have positive Euler characteristic.2 However, the
set of manifolds to which Part (1) applies is far from empty. For example,
as we will explain in Section 1.3, in every even dimension ≥ 4 there exists a
cohomogeneity one space, namely (CP 2]CP 2) × (S2)n with n ≥ 0, to which
Part (1) of Theorem A applies (see Proposition 1.3), and this space is not
even homotopy equivalent to a homogeneous space (see Proposition 1.4). This
example was communicated to us by Jason DeVito.
Part (2) of Theorem A, on the other hand, also applies to certain manifolds
with vanishing Euler characteristics, and, in particular, to the majority of the
manifolds in the first paragraph of this remark.
1 They need to satisfy a mild hypothesis in addition to connectedness. This is satisfied for
instance when K+ and K− are simply-connected; see Section 2.3 for details.
2 Cohomogeneity one manifolds with positive Euler characteristic satisfying various
additional assumptions have been investigated in [AP97, Fra13, DK18].
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Let us now provide some historical and mathematical context. Cohomogen-
eity one manifolds are exactly one dimension more complicated than homo-
geneous manifolds, in the sense that they carry a group action whose orbit
space is of dimension one rather than dimension zero. Theorem A is, on the
one hand, a generalization of existence results known in the homogeneous case
to cohomogeneity one manifolds, bringing together different tools from the
literature. On the other hand, it provides new characterisations via techniques
which have not yet been applied in this context, and which also provide new
insight in the homogeneous situation (see below). We hope that this main
theorem and the subsequent theorems below will help complete the entire
picture for actions of cohomogeneity at most one. We will state them, as far as
possible, simultaneously for transitive and cohomogeneity one actions, emphas-
izing the similarities between both types of actions (homogeneous respectively
cohomogeneity one), characterising similar positive results, and sharpening the
lines for common obstructions.
In what follows, let G denote a compact Lie group. Recall first that every
closed homogeneous space G/H (with H a closed subgroup of G) admits a
G-invariant metric of non-negative curvature, and that the same holds true
for the total space of any real G-vector bundle over G/H (see Section 2 for
the precise definition of G-vector bundle). In contrast, cohomogeneity one
manifolds (with orbit space an interval) do not fit so well into the world of non-
negative curvature. In particular, there exist many examples without invariant
metrics of non-negative curvature [GVWZ06]. However, the special class of
cohomogeneity one manifolds that we consider here is known to fit in very
nicely: Grove and Ziller showed that every manifold with a cohomogeneity one
action by a compact Lie group G whose non-principal orbits have codimension
≤ 2 admits a G-invariant metric of non-negative curvature [GZ00]. Although
not stated explicitly in their article, it follows from their work that the total
space of any real G-vector bundle over such a space admits a G-invariant metric
of non-negative curvature; we give a proof of this fact in Section 1 for the
convenience of the reader. For later reference, we summarize the discussion
above in the following theorem.
Theorem B. Let M be a closed connected manifold with an action by a
compact Lie group G. Suppose that one of the following holds:
(1) the G-action on M is transitive, i.e. M is homogeneous,
(2) the G-action is of cohomogeneity one with orbit space an interval, and
the non-principal orbits have codimension ≤ 2 in M .
Then the total space of every real G-vector bundle over M carries a G-invariant
metric of non-negative curvature.
Theorem B is stated for real G-vector bundles but of course equally applies
to complex G-vector bundles; one can simply forget the complex structure. In
view of Theorem B, it is natural to ask:
Question. Given a manifold with an action by a Lie group G, “how many”
vector bundles are (isomorphic to the underlying vector bundles of) G-vector
bundles?
The tangent bundle of such a manifold always admits a G-vector bundle
structure. There are special cases of G-actions on manifolds for which all (real)
vector bundles admit a G-vector bundle structure: the transitive SU(2)-action
on S2 = SU(2)/S1, any action on S3, since all vector bundles are trivial,
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or the cohomogeneity one SU(2)-action on S4 (as follows from the work of
Grove–Ziller). However, in general a vector bundle over a manifold on which
a Lie group G acts does not admit a G-vector bundle structure.
It is therefore remarkable that under certain (strong) symmetry assumptions,
discussed below, every complex or real vector bundle carries, up to stabilization,
a G-vector bundle structure. That is, the following equivalent conditions hold:
• For every complex (or real) vector bundle E there exists a compatible
G-vector bundle structure on E ⊕ Ck (or E ⊕ Rk) for some integer k.
• The map KG(M) → K(M) (or KOG(M) → KO(M)) induced by
forgetting the equivariant structure is surjective.
For the equivalence of these conditions, see Proposition 2.6. We write K(M)
and KG(M) to denote the usual and the G-equivariant K-theory ring of com-
plex vector bundles, respectively, and the notation KO indicates K-rings of
real vector bundles. These rings extend to generalized cohomology theories
K∗(M) and K∗G(M) and there is an induced forgetful map K∗G(M)→ K∗(M).
Surjectivity of this map in all degrees evidently implies surjectivity of the
forgetful map KG(M)→ K(M) in degree zero. (See Section 2.1 for definitions
and details.) So let us review existing results concerning the surjectivity of
these maps.
The surjectivity of the map K∗G(M)→ K∗(M) has been studied both in the
homogeneous and in the cohomogeneity one case. Let us first consider closed
homogeneous spaces G/H where G is connected with torsion-free fundamental
group, and H ⊂ G is a closed connected subgroup. Recall that KG(G/H) ∼=
R(H), where R(H) denotes the complex representation ring of H. Pittie used
Hodgkin’s spectral sequence to show that the map K∗G(G/H)→ K∗(G/H) is
surjective if rkG = rkH [Pit72]. In recent work Carlson [Car18] studied the
K-theory of cohomogeneity one spacesM = M(G,H,K−,K+). He showed that
the map K∗G(M)→ K∗(M) is surjective if G, K+, K− and H are connected,
pi1(G) is torsion-free, rkG = max{rkK+, rkK−} and K+ and K− are good
(see Section 2.3). The next theorem summarizes the well-known implications
of these results for the stabilization of bundles.
Theorem C. Let M be a closed connected manifold with an action by a
compact connected Lie group G with pi1(G) torsion free, and with all isotropy
groups connected. Suppose that one of the following holds:
(1) the G-action on M is transitive, i.e. M is homogeneous,
(2) the G-action is of cohomogeneity one with orbit space an interval, with
associated group diagram (G,H,K−,K+), and the groups K± are good.
Suppose moreover that in each respective case the following holds:
(1) rkG = rkH, where H ⊂ G denotes the principal isotropy group,
(2) rkG = max{rkK+, rkK−}
Then every complex vector bundle over M carries a G-vector bundle structure
up to stabilization, i.e. for every complex vector bundle E over M there is
an integer k such that the Whitney sum E ⊕ Ck carries a G-vector bundle
structure.
Observe that Theorem C does not apply to cohomogeneity manifolds with
exceptional orbits, since the isotropy group of an exceptional orbit must be
disconnected. Thus Theorem C only applies to cohomogeneity manifolds with
non-principal orbits of codimension ≥ 2.
Part (1) of Theorem A follows by combining Theorem C and Part (2) of
Theorem B. (The hypothesis rkG = max{rkK+, rkK−} in Theorem C is
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rephrased as rkG = rkK± in Part (1) of Theorem A, since the hypothesis
K±/H ∼= S1 in Part (2) of Theorem B implies rkK+ = rkK−.)
Motivated by Rigas’ result mentioned above, it was observed in [GAZ17] that
Pittie’s hypothesis on the rank can be relaxed while keeping the surjectivity
of KG(G/H) → K(G/H), which is enough for our purposes. More precisely,
KG(G/H)→ K(G/H) is surjective if rkG−rkH ≤ 1. In the present article we
show that this implication is actually an equivalence, by studying the induced
map KG(G/H)⊗Q→ K(G/H)⊗Q (see the discussion prior to Theorem E).
Theorem D. Let G/H be a closed homogeneous space, where G is connected
with torsion-free fundamental group, and H ⊂ G is a closed connected subgroup.
Then every complex vector bundle over G/H carries a G-vector bundle structure
up to stabilization if and only if rkG− rkH ≤ 1.
The study of real vector bundles over homogeneous spaces is quite different
and significantly more complicated. For example, there exist homogeneous
spaces G/H as in Theorem D with rkG − rkH = 0 for which the map
KOG(G/H)→ KO(G/H) is not surjective. On the other hand, in [GAZ17] it
is shown that the latter map is surjective for manifolds in certain subfamilies
of homogeneous spaces G/H with rkG− rkH ≤ 3. In particular, the map is
surjective for all simply-connected homogeneous spaces of dimension at most
seven, and for all simply-connected positively curved homogeneous spaces
except one.
Using Part (1) of Theorem B, one concludes that for every complex vector
bundle E over a homogeneous manifold G/H as in Theorem D (and for
every real vector bundle E over one of the special manifolds indicated below
Theorem D) there is an integer k such that the product manifold E×Rk carries
a metric of non-negative curvature.
As in the homogeneous case, we would like to relax Carlson’s hypothesis on
the ranks of the groups while keeping the surjectivity of the map KG(M)→
K(M) in the cohomogeneity one case. However, for cohomogeneity one spaces
this is less straight-forward. In order to obtain further results we therefore pass
to the rational setting and study the map KG(M)⊗Q→ K(M)⊗Q. Roughly
speaking, we do this in two steps:
• We show, via the Chern character, that its surjectivity is equivalent to
the surjectivity of the corresponding map in rational cohomology in
even degrees, HevenG (M ;Q)→ Heven(M ;Q) (see Proposition 3.5).
• We show that, for a cohomogeneity one space M = M(G,H,K−,K+)
with all groups connected and dimK±/H odd (which implies rkK− =
rkK+), the map HevenG (M ;Q)→ Heven(M ;Q) is surjective if and only if
rkG− rkK± ≤ 1 (see Theorem 4.26). The proof of this result occupies
a big part of this article, see the discussion below Theorem E.
Moreover, we observe that the map K(M)⊗Q→ KO(M)⊗Q is surjective for
any closed manifold M (see Proposition 3.6), allowing us to obtain conclusions
for both real and complex bundles. We thus arrive at the following result:
Theorem E. LetM be a closed connected manifold with an action by a compact
connected Lie group G with orbit space an interval, and let (G,H,K−,K+)
be the associated group diagram. Assume that the isotropy groups H,K± are
connected and that dimK±/H is odd. Suppose moreover that rkG− rkK± ≤ 1.
Then the following two statements hold:
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• For every complex vector bundle E over M there are integers q > 0
and k such that the Whitney sum qE ⊕ Ck carries a G-vector bundle
structure.
• For every real vector bundle E over M there are integers q′ > 0 and
k′ such that the Whitney sum q′E ⊕ Rk′ carries a G-vector bundle
structure.
Note that Part (2) of Theorem A follows by combining Part (2) of Theorem E
and Part (2) of Theorem B.
To provide the ground for our proof of this result, we elaborate in Section 4
on the rational homotopy theory of the Borel fibration
X
j
↪→ XG p−→ BG.
(See (2.2) and (2.3) below for notation.) In particular, we study the surjectivity
properties of the morphisms induced in rational cohomology by the fibre
inclusion j and the projection p. This docks on classical fields in equivariant
cohomology: for example, the G-action is called equivariantly formal if the
map H∗(j) is surjective. This property reverberates heavily in equivariant
cohomology and can be found in different contexts ranging from Hamiltonian
torus actions to G-actions on simply-connected Kähler manifolds. In our
context, we are interested both in the surjectivity of Heven(j) and the surjectivity
of Heven(p). Specializing to suitable X, we obtain both the aforementioned
surjectivity result for cohomogeneity one manifolds and one implication of
Theorem D (namely, the “only if” direction) as an immediate application.
Structure of the article. In Section 1, we review the basic theory of co-
homogeneity one manifolds and provide a proof of Theorem B. In Section 2, we
review properties of the (equivariant) integral K-theory ring and the forgetful
map and prove Part (1) of Theorem A. In Section 3, we characterize the
surjectivity of the rationalization of the forgetful map in K-theory in terms of
a certain map in rational cohomology, the first step in our proof of Theorem E.
Finally, in Section 4 we study the rational cohomology of homogeneous spaces,
biquotients and cohomogeneity one manifolds. This leads to the proofs of
Theorems D and E and, finally, of Part (2) of Theorem A.
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1. Cohomogeneity one manifolds and non-negative curvature
In this section we provide some preliminaries on cohomogeneity one manifolds
(in Section 1.1), we prove Part (2) of Theorem B (in Section 1.2) and we discuss
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certain cohomogeneity one manifolds which are not homotopy equivalent to
any homogeneous space (in Section 1.3).
1.1. Preliminaries. A manifold M on which a Lie group G acts is said to be
of cohomogeneity one if the orbit space M/G is of dimension one. We assume
M is compact, thus the orbit space can only be either a circle or a closed
interval. If the orbit space is a circle, then the quotient map M → M/G is
a bundle map and pi1(M) is infinite. Here we are interested in the case were
M/G is a closed interval, say [−1, 1]. There are two non-principal orbits which
project to the endpoints of the interval. Denote by K± the isotropy group
at the respective point of the orbit projecting to ±1, and by H the principal
isotropy group. Thus the singular orbits equal G/K± and the principal orbit
equals G/H.
The invariant neighbourhoods of G/K± projecting to [−1, 0] and [0, 1]
respectively can be described as G-disk bundles G ×K± D`±+1. Here D`±+1
denotes the normal unit disk to G/K± at any of its points. The group K±
acts transitively on the boundary of D`±+1 with isotropy group H, hence the
action is linear and we have ∂D`±+1 = S`± = K±/H. Thus the manifold M
can be decomposed as the gluing of the disk bundles G×K± D`±+1 along their
common boundary G/H:
(1.1) M = G×K− D`−+1 ∪G/H G×K+ D`++1
Conversely, let G be a compact Lie group and let H < K± < G be closed
subgroups with K±/H a sphere S`± . Then one can construct a manifold M as
in (1.1), on which G acts in a natural way.
The tuple (G,H,K−,K+) of groups as above is said to be the group
diagram of the corresponding cohomogeneity one manifold. Note that the
tuple and the associated manifold depend not just on the abstract groups H
and K±, but also on their embeddings in G.
There is a 1 : 1-correspondence between G-equivariant diffeomorphism classes
of cohomogeneity one manifolds on which G acts and certain equivalence classes
of group diagrams [AB15, Proposition 6.37]. We refer to [AB15, Section 6.3]
or [GZ00, Section 1] for details.
1.2. Non-negative curvature. Here we give a complete proof of Theorem B.
Part (2) of it will be a straightforward application of the following theorem of
Grove and Ziller [GZ00, Theorem E and Remark 2.8].
Theorem 1.2 (Grove and Ziller). Every cohomogeneity one manifold M with
orbit space an interval whose non-principal orbits have codimension ≤ 2 admits
an invariant metric of non-negative curvature.
Now we can give the proof of Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. Part (1) is well known, we recall here the details. A closed
manifold on which a compact Lie group G acts transitively can be written as the
quotient space G/H, where H < G denotes the principal isotropy group and
acts by right multiplication. Any G-vector bundle over G/H can be written as
the quotient G×H V := (G× V )/H, where V is a representation of H and H
acts diagonally on the product G×V . The G-action on G×H V := (G×V )/H
is simply g[g′, v] = [gg′, v]. Take a non-negatively curved left invariant and
H-invariant metric on G (e.g. a bi-invariant metric) and an H-invariant flat
metric on the vector space underlying to V . The obvious product metric on
G×V is of non-negative curvature and invariant under the action of H, thus it
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induces a metric on the quotient G×H V which is G-invariant by construction
and of non-negative curvature by the Gray–O’Neill formula for Riemannian
submersions.
Let us consider now a cohomogeneity one manifold M with orbit space an
interval whose non-principal orbits have codimension ≤ 2. Let E be a G-vector
bundle over M , and denote its rank by m. Endow E →M with an orthogonal
G-vector bundle structure (see Lemma 2.1), thus the structure group of E
can be reduced from GL(m) to O(m). The associated principal O(m)-bundle
P → M inherits a compatible G-action; more precisely, P has a right free
O(m)-action and a left G-action and these actions commute (see [Las82]).
Thus P has an action of O(m)×G, and the orbit space P/ (O(m)×G) is by
construction equivalent toM/G = [−1, 1], i.e. it is of cohomogeneity one. Since
O(m) acts freely on P it follows that the diagram of the cohomogeneity one
action equals P = P (O(m)×G,H,K−,K+). In particular, the non-principal
orbits in P have codimension ≤ 2, thus P carries an O(m)×G-invariant metric
gP of non-negative curvature by Theorem 1.2.
Let V denote the standard representation of O(m) and endow it with a
flat O(m)-invariant metric gV . By construction, the associated vector bundle
P×O(m)V has a G-vector bundle structure (the action given by g[p, v] = [gp, v])
which is equivalent to the one of the original bundle E. We finish by constructing
adequate metrics as in the homogeneous case above. The product metric gP+gV
on P × V is O(m)-invariant and of non-negative curvature, thus it descends
to a metric on E = P ×O(m) V which is G-invariant by construction and of
non-negative curvature by the Gray–O’Neill formula. 
1.3. Non-homogeneous cohomogeneity one manifolds. For any n ≥ 0,
we define the product manifoldM2n+4 := (CP 2]CP 2)×(S2)n. As Jason DeVito
explained to us, these manifolds carry cohomogeneity one actions satisfying
the needed assumptions in Part (1) of Theorem A, and they are not homotopy
equivalent to any homogeneous space. In this section we elaborate on these
facts.
We start by defining the action on M2n+4. The factor CP 2]CP 2 ad-
mits a number of cohomogeneity one actions with associated group diagrams
(SU(2),Zk, S1, S1), for any k odd (see [GZ11, (2.3)] for details). Each factor S2
carries the standard transitive action by SU(2) with principal isotropy group
S1. These actions induce a product action on the whole M2n+4 by SU(2)n+1,
which is of cohomogeneity one with associated group diagram
M2n+4 =
(
SU(2)n+1,Zk × (S1)n, S1 × (S1)n, S1 × (S1)n
)
All these actions have codimension two singular orbits (hence carry invariant
metrics of non-negative curvature by the result of Grove and Ziller) and the
isotropy groups associated to the singular orbits have maximal rank. However,
in order to apply Part (1) of Theorem A we need all isotropy groups to be
connected, thus we consider the action corresponding to k = 1. We summarize
the discussion in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.3. For any n ≥ 0 the manifold M2n+4 admits a cohomo-
geneity one action with orbit space an interval and with associated diagram(
SU(2)n+1, Tn, Tn+1, Tn+1
)
. In particular, Part (1) of Theorem A applies to
M2n+4.
Next we compare the homotopy type of M2n+4 with that of closed homo-
geneous spaces. The goal is to prove the following
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Proposition 1.4. The manifold M2n+4 is not homotopy equivalent to any
homogeneous space for any n ≥ 0.
Proposition 1.4 will follow by combining Lemma 1.5 and Proposition 1.6
below.
Lemma 1.5. Up to diffeomorphism, the only simply-connected closed homo-
geneous space with the rational homotopy groups of M2n+4 is (S2)n+2.
We refer the reader to Section 4.1 for a discussion on rational homotopy
theory.
Proof. In order to prove Lemma 1.5 one draws on the classification tools
developed by Totaro for biquotients in his article [Tot02]—for the definition of
the latter see Subsection 4.3; note, however, that Totaro’s definition is slightly
more general.
The first observation we make is that, the rational homotopy groups of
CP 2]CP 2 are given by pii(CP 2]CP
2)⊗Q = Q2 for i ∈ {2, 3} and are trivial
otherwise. That is, this space has the same rational homotopy groups as S2×S2.
(Indeed, for example, from its cohomological structure we can directly derive
a minimal Sullivan model of CP 2]CP 2 as being given by (Λ〈x, y, n,m〉, x 7→
0, y 7→ 0, n 7→ x2 + y2,m 7→ xy)—see Theorem 4.1). Hence the rational
homotopy groups of M2n+4 equal
pii(M2n+4)⊗Q = pii((S2)n+2)⊗Q =
{
Qn+2, for i = 2, 3
0, otherwise
Let G/H be a simply-connected closed homogeneous space with the rational
homotopy groups of M2n+4. In particular, G/H is a biquotient. Since G/H is
simply-connected and since we only care about its diffeomorphism type, we
can assume by [Tot02, Lemma 3.1] that G is simply-connected and that H
is connected and does not act transitively on any simple factor of G (note
that, unlike in the case of a general biquotient where H is a subgroup of
G×G, in our case H is a closed subgroup of G). Using Totaro’s classification
it was shown in Case 1 of the proof of [DeV17, Theorem 3.1] that if such a
homogeneous space G/H has the rational homotopy groups of (S2)n+2, then
(G,H) = ((SU(2))n+2, Tn+2). The group H hence is a maximal torus of G.
Since all maximal tori are conjugated, this conjugation induces a diffeomorphism
of G/H and (S2)n+2 = (SU(2)/S1)n+2, which proves Lemma 1.5.

Proposition 1.6. The manifold M2n+4 is not homotopy equivalent to (S2)n+2.
Proof. To prove this result we look at squares of elements in H2(−;Z). Any
element in H2((S2)n+2;Z) is of the form ∑n+2i aixi, where ai ∈ Z are arbitrary
and xi ∈ H2(S2;Z) coming from the i-th factor in (S2)n+2. The square of this
arbitrary element can be computed as follows, where we shall use the fact that
the squares x2i vanish:(
n+2∑
i
aixi
)2
=
n+2∑
i
(aixi)2 + 2
n+2∑
i<j
aiajxixj = 2
n+2∑
i<j
aiajxixj ,
In particular, every square of an element in H2((S2)n+2;Z) is divisible by two.
On the other hand, recall that H2(CP 2]CP 2;Z) ∼= Z2 is generated by two
elements y, z with y2 = 1 and z2 = −1 in H4(CP 2]CP 2;Z) ∼= Z (see e.g. [Bre97,
Example 10.9, p.361]). Denote by y¯ ∈ H2(M2n+4;Z) the element represented
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by y. The square y¯2 clearly equals the element represented by y2. Since y2 = 1,
it follows that y¯2 is not divisible by two. This completes the proof. 
Remark 1.7. One may give the following alternative proof for Proposition 1.6.
We recall that CP 2]CP 2 is not a spin manifold, as its second Stiefel–Whitney
class is non-zero. Using the multiplicativity formula for Stiefel–Whitney classes
we derive that M2n+4 does have non-trivial second Stiefel–Whitney class.
Yet, since a product of spheres is stably parallelizable, its characteristic
classes vanish. Since the latter classes are homotopy invariants, M2n+4 cannot
be homotopy equivalent to a product of spheres.
2. G-vector bundles and K-theory
In this section G denotes a topological group and X denotes a G-space, i.e. a
topological space on which G acts continuously. Recall that a (real or complex)
G-vector bundle over X is another G-space E together with a G-equivariant
map p : E → X such that
(i) p : E → X is a (real or complex) vector bundle, and
(ii) for any g ∈ G and x ∈ X the group action g : Ex → Egx is a homomorph-
ism of (real or complex) vector spaces.
Here Ex denotes the fibre of p over x. Note that any complex G-vector bundle
can also be viewed as a real G-vector bundle.
In some situations, it is convenient to have an additional orthogonal structure
available. An orthogonal vector bundle over a space X is a real vector
bundle p : E → X together with a fibre metric, i.e. together with a continuous
choice of inner product on each fibre Ex. Likewise, an orthogonal G-vector
bundle over a G-space X is a real G-vector bundle such that
(i) p : E → X is an orthogonal vector bundle, and
(ii) for any g ∈ G and x ∈ X the group action g : Ex → Egx is a linear
isometry with respect to the inner products from (i).
We have already used the following observation concerning the existence of
orthogonal structures in the proof of Theorem B above:
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a compact (or more generally paracompact) Hausdorff
G-space for a compact group G. Then any real G-vector bundle over X admits
a fibre metric that makes it an orthogonal G-vector bundle.
Proof. We can view a fibre metric on a vector bundle p : E → X as a
global section of the dual of the second symmetric power bundle, s : X →
Hom(Sym2(E),R), which is positive definite at each point. The assump-
tions on X guarantee the existence of such an inner product s [Hus94, Part I,
Chapter 3, Theorems 5.5 and 9.5]. Now the action of G on E induces an action
on the bundle Hom(Sym2(E),R). As G is a compact, we can average s over G
to obtain an equivariant section s¯ (cf. [Seg68, above Proposition 1.1]). This
equivariant section s¯ is still positive definite. Indeed, for x ∈ X and v ∈ Ex,
the compactness of G ensures that the map G→ R given by g 7→ sgx(gv, gv)
takes a non-negative minimum on G, and this implies that s¯x(v, v) = 0 if any
only if v = 0 in Ex. 
2.1. K-theory and equivariant K-theory. All flavours of K-theory exists
in two variants: a geometric variant defined in terms of vector bundles, and a
representable variant defined in terms of homotopy classes of continuous maps
into a classifying space. The two variants agree for compact Hausdorff spaces,
but not in general. On general topological spaces, it is the representable variant
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that yields a cohomology theory in the sense of Eilenberg and Steenrod, and
it is this variant that we will work with in general. However, the geometric
description for compact Hausdorff spaces will be important for us.
We will use K∗(−) to denote complex representable K-theory as in [AS69, § 4].
This theory is two-periodic in the sense that Ki+2(X) is isomorphic to Ki(X)
for any topological space X. For a compact Hausdorff space X, the geometric
description of the K-group K(X) := K0(X) in degree zero is as follows: the set
of isomorphism classes of complex vector bundles over X form a monoid with
respect to the direct sum of vector bundles (also known as Whitney sum), and
K(X) is the Grothendieck group of this monoid. In particular, for a compact
Hausdorff space X, any element of K(X) can be written as a formal difference
of two vector bundles over X. The tensor product of vector bundles induces a
multiplication on the K-group of a compact Hausdorff space X, and this can
be extended to a ring structure on K(X) and a Z/2-graded ring structure on
the direct sum K0(X)⊕K1(X) for arbitrary spaces.
Real K-theory, which we will denote as KO∗(−), can be described analogously
in terms of real vector bundles. This theory behaves very similary to complex
K-theory, except that it is eight-periodic rather than two-periodic. We will
mostly use complex K-theory in this paper; real K-theory will show up only
occasionally.
Let us now turn to G-spaces. We will need to distinguish two different
flavours of (complex) equivariant K-theory: genuine equivariant K-theory and
Borel equivariant K-theory.
Genuine equivariant K-theory. Genuine equivariant K-theory K∗G(−) is in-
troduced in [Seg68, Segal] for compact Hausdorff spaces and in [AS69, § 4,
Remark (b)] for general spaces. For a compact Hausdorff G-space X, the group
KG(X) := K0G(X) in degree zero can be described in terms of complex G-vector
bundles over X, in the same way that K(X) can be described in terms of
non-equivariant vector bundles. For example, as G-vector bundles over a point
are simply G-representations, KG(pt) is isomorphic to the complex represent-
ation ring R(G). In general, KG(X) has the structure of an R(G)-algebra,
since the projection to a point p : X → pt induces a ring homomorphism
p∗ : R(G)→ KG(X). For compact Hausdorff X, we also have an obvious ring
homomorphism u : KG(X)→ K(X) that forgets the G-action on the bundles.
This ring homomorphism extends to a natural forgetful transformation
u : K∗G(−)→ K∗(−) defined on all topological spaces.
Borel equivariant K-theory. The Borel equivariant K-theory of a G-space X is
given by K∗(XG), where
(2.2)
XG := X ×G EG
:= (X × EG)/G
is the homotopy orbit space or Borel construction. Here, EG → BG
is the universal G-bundle over the classifying space BG of G, and G acts
diagonally on X ×EG. For example, the Borel G-equivariant K-ring of a point
is given by K∗(BG). Associated with the universal G-bundle, we have a fibre
bundle with fibre X:
(2.3) X ↪→ XG → BG
[Bor60, Chapter IV, § 3.3]. This fibre bundle is usually referred to as the Borel
fibration. The inclusion of the fibreX ↪→ XG induces a natural transformation
uborel : K∗(XG)→ K∗(X), the Borel forgetful transformation.
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Comparison. There is a canonical natural transformation γG : K∗G(X) →
K∗(XG) compatible with the two forgetful transformations u and uborel in
the sense that the following square commutes:
(2.4)
K∗G(X)
u //
γG

K∗(X)
γ1
K∗(XG) u
borel
// K∗(X)
For non-trivial G, the transformation γG is not generally an isomorphism. The
Atiyah–Segal Completion Theorem [AS69] asserts that, for compact Haus-
dorff spaces X with a continuous action of a compact Lie group G, the map
γG : K∗G(X)→ K∗(XG) can be identified with the completion of K∗G(X) at the
rank zero ideal IG := ker(rk : R(G)→ Z), i.e. at the kernel of the rank homo-
morphism. For example, K(ptG) = K(BG) is isomorphic to the IG-completion
of R(G).
Lemma 2.5. For a compact Hausdorff space X with a continuous action of a
compact Lie group G, the forgetful map u : K0G(X) → K0(X) is surjective if
and only if the forgetful map uborel : K0(XG)→ K0(X) is surjective.
Proof. Consider the square (2.4) in degree zero. As we have said, the natural
vertical map γG can be identified with the completion of the R(G)-algebra
K0(XG) with respect to the augmentation ideal IG, while the natural vertical
map γ1 is the completion of K0(X) at the zero ideal, i.e. the identity. It is clear
from the commutativity of the square that surjectivity of u implies surjectivity
of uborel.
On the other hand, under the canonical identifications K0G(pt) ∼= R(G) and
K(pt) ∼= Z, the forgetful map u gets identified with the rank homomorphism.
We therefore have a commutative square as follows:
R(G) rk //
p∗

Z
p∗

K0G(X)
u // K0(X)
This shows that u(IG · K0G(X)) = 0. Thus, if we identify K0(XG) with the
completion limiK0G(X)/(IiG ·K0G(X)), then the map uborel is simply given by
lim
i
K0G(X)/(IiG ·K0G(X))→ K0(X)
(x1, x2, x3, . . . ) 7→ u(xi),
for any fixed i. This shows that surjectivity of uborel implies surjectivity
of u. 
2.2. Surjectivity of the forgetful map and stabilization of bundles.
Here we include a well-known but key result that allows us to pass from K-
theoretical considerations to the explicit statements about vector bundles in
the main theorems stated the introduction.
Proposition 2.6. Let X be a compact Hausdorff G-space for a compact group
G. Then the forgetful map u : KG(X)→ K(X) is surjective if and only if, up
to stabilization, every complex vector bundle E over X is the underlying vector
bundle of a G-vector bundle over X (i.e. if and only if for any sufficiently large
integer k the direct sum E⊕Ck is isomorphic to the underlying non-equivariant
vector bundle of a complex G-vector bundle over X).
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Proof. Assume u is surjective. Then any vector bundle E over X can be written
as E = uF1 − uF2 in K(X) for certain G-vector bundles F1 and F2. By
[Seg68, Proposition 2.4], there exists a G-vector bundle F⊥2 over X such that
u(F2 ⊕ F⊥2 ) ∼= Cm for some m. So, altogether, we have the equality
E + Cm = (uF1 − uF2) + (uF2 + uF⊥2 ) = u(F1 + F⊥2 )
in K(X). This implies that, for sufficiently large k′, the bundle E ⊕ Cm+k′
is isomorpic to u(F1 ⊕ F⊥2 ) ⊕ Ck
′ and hence to uF for the G-vector bundle
F := F1 ⊕ F⊥2 ⊕ Ck
′ , where Ck′ is equipped with the trivial G-action. Set
k = m+ k′ and the claim follows.
Assume now that every vector bundle over X is the underlying vector bundle
of a G-vector bundle over X up to stabilization. Take any class E1 − E2 in
K(X). By assumption there is some ki such that the direct sum Ei ⊕ Cki
is isomorphic to the underlying non-equivariant vector bundle of a G-vector
bundle Fi, for i = 1, 2. Thus in K(X) we have:
E1 − E2 = E1 ⊕ Ck1 − E2 ⊕ Ck2 = uF1 − uF2 = u(F1 − F2)
where the first equality follows from the definition of K(X). Thus u is surjective.

2.3. Applications to cohomogeneity one spaces. We will need the fol-
lowing surjectivity result of Carlson. Recall that the commutator subgroup
of a compact connected Lie group G is semisimple, and that G is a semi-
direct product of this commutator subgroup and a torus [Hilgert & Neeb,
Theorem 12.2.6]. By a good Lie group, we mean a connected Lie group whose
commutator subgroup is a product of simply-connected compact Lie groups
and Lie groups SO(r) with odd r. See [Ste75, Theorem 1.2] for the significance
of this condition and equivalent assumptions.
Theorem 2.7 ([Car18, Corollary 2.2]). Suppose M = M(G,H,K−,K+) is a
cohomogeneity one manifold with G and H connected, pi1(G) torsion-free and
K± good in the above sense. If rkG = max{rkK+, rkK−}, then the forgetful
map u : KG(M)→ K(M) is surjective.
Part (1) of Theorem A now follows from combining Carlson’s result with
Theorem B:
Proof of Theorem A, Part (1). Let E be an arbitrary complex vector bundle
over a cohomogeneity one manifold M(G,H,K−,K+) as in Part (1) of The-
orem A. Carlson’s Theorem 2.7 together with Proposition 2.6 imply that there
exists a trivial bundle Ck′ such that E ⊕ Ck′ is isomorphic to (the underlying
vector bundle of) a G-vector bundle F . The assumption K±/H ∼= S1 allows us
to apply Theorem B. Thus the total space of F carries a non-negatively curved
metric. Its pullback via the isomorphism E⊕Ck′ ∼= F yields the desired metric
on the total space of the complex vector bundle E ⊕ Ck′ , which is canonically
identified with the total space of the real vector bundle E⊕Rk for k = 2k′ and
in particular diffeomorphic to E × Rk. 
Remark 2.8. Observe that for a cohomogeneity one manifold
M = M(G,H,K−,K+) with K±/H ∼= S1, the condition
rkG = max{rkK+, rkK−} is equivalent to the condition χ(M) > 0. This
is an immediate consequence of the three following well-known facts:
• χ(M) = χ(G/K−) + χ(G/K+)− χ(G/H).
• An arbitrary homogeneous space G/H satisfies χ(G/H) ≥ 0, and,
moreover, χ(G/H) > 0 if and only if rkG = rkH.
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• The condition K±/H ∼= S1 implies rkK±− rkH = 1, so it follows that
rkK− = rkK+ and rkG− rkH ≥ 1.
3. Equivariant and rational K-theory and cohomology
In this section we consider the forgetful map u : KG(X) → K(X). In
Section 3.1 we note that rational surjectivity of this map is equivalent to
surjectivity in even degrees in rational cohomology, using the Chern character.
In Section 3.2 we explain the consequences of the surjectivity of these maps in
terms of stabilization of bundles.
3.1. Surjectivity in rational K-theory. Recall from Section 2.1 that for
not necessarily compact spaces X we always use the representable variants of
K-theory.
The Chern character is a natural transformation K∗(−)→ H∗∗(−;Q), where
K∗(−) denotes the sum of K0(−) and K1(−), and H∗∗(−;Q) denotes the product
(not the direct sum) of all rational cohomology groups. It maps K0(−) to
the product of even-degree cohomology groups and K1(−) to the product of
odd-degree cohomology groups. We will write
ch : K∗(−)⊗Q→ H∗∗(−;Q)
for the rational Chern character, i.e. for the usual Chern charactered tensored
with Q. On finite CW-complexes, the rational Chern character is an isomorph-
ism [AH61, Theorem in § 2.4]. More generally, this is also true for any space
homotopy equivalent to a countable CW complex and, in particular, for the
homotopy orbit space XG = X ×G EG (see (2.2)) of any manifold X with a
continuous action by a Lie group G, as we now verify in sereval steps.
Proposition 3.1. For any topological space X homotopy equivalent to a count-
able CW complex, the rational Chern character K∗(X)⊗Q→ H∗∗(X;Q) is a
ring isomorphism.
Proof. Note first that the Chern character is natural and that homotopy
equivalences induce isomorphisms in any generalized cohomology theory, so
we may work “up to homotopy” throughout. By [FP90, Proposition 2.2.5], we
may assume X to be a countable CW complex that is locally of finite type,
hence by [FP90, Proposition 1.5.13] we can write X as a sequential colimit
(union) X = colimi∈NXi with each Xi a finite subcomplex. The generalized
cohomology of such a colimit can be computed using a short exact sequence due
to Milnor (see [AS69, § 4] or more generally [May99, § 19.4]). We compare these
sequences for the generalized cohomology theories K∗(−)⊗Q and H∗∗(−;Q):
0 // R1limi K∗−1(Xi)⊗Q //
R1lim(ch)∼=

K∗(X)⊗Q //
ch

limi K∗(Xi)⊗Q //
lim(ch)∼=

0
0 // R1limi H∗∗−1(Xi;Q) // H∗∗(X;Q) // limi H∗∗(Xi;Q) // 0
Here, limi denotes the inverse limit and R1limi its first right derived functor.
To be precise, the second row is obtained from the Milnor exact sequence for
each degree Hs(−;Q), using the fact that limi commutes with the product ∏s,
and that products of short exact sequences are exact. The first and third
vertical arrows are isomorphisms as each Xi is a finite CW complex. It follows
from the five lemma that the Chern character ch : K∗(XG)⊗Q→ H∗∗(XG;Q)
in the centre of the diagram is an isomorphism as well. 
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Lemma 3.2. Consider a topological space that is homotopy equivalent to a
connected CW complex. The space is homotopy equivalent to a countable CW
complex if and only if all its homotopy groups are countable.
Proof. Suppose X is a homotopy equivalent to a connected countable CW
complex. We may as well assume that X itself is a CW complex with these
properties. By [Wal66, Theorem C], or by a direct argument, pi1(X) is countable.
It follows that the universal cover X˜ of X with the canonical CW structure (see
[FP90, Proposition 2.3.9]) is also countable. Applying [Wal66, Theorem C] once
again, we find that all homology groups of the simply-connected CW complex
X˜ are countable. Countable abelian groups form a Serre class within the
category of all abelian groups that is closed under tensor products and the Tor
functor [Hat16, Exercise 5.1.4], so Serre’s generalized Hurewicz Theorem implies
that the homotopy groups of a simply-connected space are countable if and only
if its homology groups are countable. (See [Hil04, Theorem 2] in combination
with [Hat16, Lemma 5.10], or directly consult [Hat16, Theorem 5.7] and its
proof.) In particular, we find that all higher homotopy groups of X˜ are
countable. As these agree with the higher homotopy groups of X, this shows
that all homotopy groups of X are countable, as claimed.
Now suppose conversely that X is homotopy equivalent to a connected CW
complex with countable homotopy groups. Then the usual construction of
a CW approximation X ′ → X as in [May99, § 10.5] yields a countable CW
complex X ′ which is, by Whitehead’s Theorem, homotopy equivalent to X. To
see that X ′ is countable, recall that X ′ is constructed inductively as a colimit
of spaces Xk. The cells of X1 are indexed by elements of the homotopy groups
pii(X), which are countable by assumption, so X1 is countable. The additional
cells added to obtain Xk+1 from Xk are indexed by pairs of elements of the
group pik(Xk). Assuming by induction that Xk is countable, we find from the
previous part of the proof that pik(Xk) is countable, and hence that Xk+1 is
countable. Thus, each subcomplex Xk is countable, and hence so is X ′. 
Proposition 3.3. Consider a G-space X. If both G and X are homotopy
equivalent to countable CW complexes, then so is the homotopy orbit space XG.
Proof. Consider the Borel fibration X ↪→ XG → BG introduced in (2.3). By
[FP90, Theorem 5.4.2], it follows from our assumptions that XG is homotopy
equivalent to a CW complex. By considering the long exact sequence of
homotopy groups associated with the fibration, and by using the countability
criterion of Lemma 3.2, we find that XG is homotopy equivalent to a countable
CW complex. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose G is a Lie group acting continuously on a (second-
countable topological) manifold X. Then the rational Chern character
ch : K∗(XG)⊗Q→ H∗∗(XG;Q) is a ring isomorphism. (Note that this applies
in particular to the classifying space BG = ptG.)
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.1, Proposition 3.3 and the fact
that any second-countable topological manifold is homotopy equivalent to a
countable CW complex [FP90, Corollary 5.2.4]. 
As a consequence, we obtain the following cohomological characterization of
surjectivity of the forgetful map in rational K-theory:
Proposition 3.5. For X and G as in Proposition 3.4, the forgetful map
u : K0G(X) ⊗ Q → K0(X) ⊗ Q is surjective if and only if the forgetful map
HevenG (X;Q)→ Heven(X;Q) is surjective.
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Proof. Recall that we are using Borel-equivariant cohomology, so H∗G(X;Q) =
H∗(XG;Q) by definition. For K-theory, on the other hand, we need to dis-
tinguish K∗G(X) from the Borel equivariant K-group K∗(XG), as explained in
Section 2.1. Recall from Lemma 2.5 that u is surjective if and only if uborel
is surjective. We now observe in addition that the rationalized forgetful map
uborel ⊗Q : K0(XG)⊗Q→ K0(X)⊗Q is surjective if and only if the rational
forgetful map Heven(XG;Q)→ Heven(X;Q) is surjective. To see this, consider
the following commutative diagram:
K∗(XG)⊗Q u
borel⊗Q //
ch

K∗(X)⊗Q
ch

H∗∗G (X;Q)
u // H∗∗(X;Q)
By Proposition 3.4, the two vertical maps are isomorphisms. Note that
the forgetful map u on the direct product of all cohomology groups H∗∗ is
surjective if and only if the forgetful map on the direct sum H∗ of all cohomology
groups is surjective, since both conditions are equivalent to the surjectivity of
u : HiG(X,Q)→ Hi(X;Q) in every degree i. As the Chern character sends K0
to even-degree cohomology groups and K1 to odd-degree cohomology groups,
we find that uborel : K0(XG) ⊗ Q → K0(X) ⊗ Q is surjective if and only if
u : HevenG (X;Q)→ Heven(X;Q) is surjective. 
3.2. Surjectivity and stabilization of bundles. We are now interested
in the implications of the surjectivity of u : K0G(X) ⊗ Q → K0(X) ⊗ Q for
the stabilization of vector bundles, in other words we would like to obtain
the “rational version” of Proposition 2.6. In the rational case we can derive
consequences (not only for complex but also) for real vector bundles (see
Proposition 3.7 below), even when considering K-theory of complex vector
bundles. This is indebted to the following observation.
Proposition 3.6. For any topological space X, the rational realification
K(X)⊗Q→ KO(X)⊗Q is surjective.
Proof. The composition of the complexification KO(X) → K(X) with the
realification K(X) → KO(X) is multiplication by 2 on KO(X). So ration-
ally this composition is an isomorphism, hence rationally the realification is
surjective. 
Now we are ready to state the following result.
Proposition 3.7. Let X be a compact Hausdorff G-space for a compact group
G. Suppose that the the induced forgetful map u : K0G(X)⊗Q→ K0(X)⊗Q
is surjective. Then for any complex (respectively real) vector bundle E over M
there exist integers q > 0 and k (resp. q′ > 0 and k′) such that the Whitney
sum qE ⊕Ck (resp. qE ⊕Rk′) is isomorphic to the underlying non-equivariant
complex (resp. real) vector bundle of a complex (resp. real) G-vector bundle
over X. (Here qE denotes the Whitney sum of q copies of E.)
Proof. Let E be a complex vector bundle. Since u : K0G(X)⊗Q→ K0(X)⊗Q
is surjective, there exist G-vector bundles F1 and F2 and integers p, q such that
E ⊗ 1 = (uF1 − uF2)⊗ pq in K(X)⊗Q. It follows that
qE = p(uF1 − uF2) = u(pF1)− u(pF2)
in K(X), where pF1 and pF2 are G-vector bundles by construction (observe
that a finite Whitney sum of G-vector bundles has a G-vector bundle structure).
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Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.6 for the integral case the claim follows
for complex bundles.
Not let E be a real vector bundle. Since rational realification r : K(X)⊗Q→
KO(X)⊗Q is surjective by Proposition 3.6, there exist complex bundles E¯1
and E¯2 and integers p′, q′′ such that E ⊗ 1 = (rE¯1 − rE¯2)⊗ p′q′′ in KO(X)⊗Q.
This implies
q′′E = p′(rE¯1 − rE¯2) = r(p′E¯1)− r(p′E¯2)
in KO(X). Using the existence of a complex bundle whose Whitney sum with
p′E¯2 is a trivial bundle, we conclude that q′′E is stably equivalent to rE¯ for
some complex vector bundle E¯. By the first part of the proof, there exists an
intenger q such that qE¯ is stably equivalent to some complex G-vector bundle
F . Taking q′ := q · q′′ it follows that q′E is stably equivalent to ruF = urF ,
i.e. to the underlying bundle of the real G-vector bundle rF . This completes
the proof.

4. Rational homotopy and equivariant cohomology of
Biquotients and Cohomogeneity One Spaces
Having established the connection between the forgetful maps in equivariant
rational K-theory and in equivariant rational cohomology in Proposition 3.5,
this section is now devoted to an in-depth investigation on the map on the
cohomological side together with its various manifestations and variations we
are interested in for applications in rational K-theory. Nonetheless, this section
may be of independent interest, as it does provide several generalizations of
the classical term “equivariant formality”.
We shall use rational homotopy theory as a main tool to understand the
surjectivity properties we are interested in.
4.1. Preliminaries and main tools. We shall use rational homotopy theory
as a main tool. For an introduction to rational homotopy theory we refer the
reader to [FHT01], [FOT08]. As a general assumption for this section the
spaces under consideration will be nilpotent. That is, we restrict to connected
CW-complexes X such that pi1(X, ∗) is a nilpotent group which acts nilpotently
(via covering transformations) on each pin(X˜, ∗) where X˜ denotes the universal
covering space of X.
Basics, ellipticity and pureness. We recall some basic definitions from rational
homotopy theory which we shall draw on in the subsequent sections.
A Sullivan algebra (ΛV,d) is a free commutative graded algebra ΛV =
∧V odd ⊗ Q[V even] on a graded Q-vector space V (concentrated in positive
degrees). The differential V → ΛV is a map of degree 1 extended to ΛV as
a derivation. It satisfies a nilpotence condition (see [FHT01, p. 138]). The
algebra is called minimal if im d ∈ Λ≥2V , i.e. if the differential maps into the
subspace generated by decomposable elements.
A (minimal) Sullivan algebra (ΛV,d) is a (minimal) Sullivan model of
the cochain algebra (A,d) if there is a quasi-isomorphism, i.e. a morphism
(ΛV,d) '−→ (A,d) of cochain algebras inducing an isomorphism in cohomology.
A (minimal) Sullivan algebra is a (minimal) Sullivan model of a path-
connected space X if it is a (minimal) Sullivan model for the cochain al-
gebra APL(X) of polynomial differential forms on X (see [FHT01, Chapter 10,
p. 115]).
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A connected cochain algebra, i.e. a commutative differential graded algebra
(A = A≥0,d) with H0(A) = Q, has a minial Sullivan model unique up to
isomorphism (see [FOT08, Theorem 2.24, p. 64 ]). Hence any path-connected
space X possesses a minimal Sullivan model (ΛV,d) (unique up to isomorph-
ism).
Theorem 4.1 (Main theorem of rational homotopy theory, see [FOT08, The-
orem 2.50, p. 75]). Let (ΛV,d) be a minimal model of the nilpotent space X.
Then
V ≥2 ∼= Hom(pi≥2(X),Q)
A Sullivan algebra (ΛV,d) admits a two-stage decomposition if it admits
a homogeneous decomposition V = V0 ⊕ V1 such that
- dV0 = 0, and
- dV1⊆ΛV0
A Sullivan algebra (ΛV,d) is pure if admits a two-stage decomposition with
V0 = V even and V1 = V odd. A nilpotent space with a two-stage/pure
model (potentially lacking finite dimensional rational cohomology) is called
two-stage/pure. (In this case also a minimal model will be two-stage/pure.)
A minimal Sullivan algebra (ΛV,d) is called elliptic if both V and H(ΛV,d)
are finite-dimensional. A nilpotent space X with an elliptic minimal model is
called rationally elliptic. If, additionally, the Euler characteristic χ(X) is
positive, then the algebra respectively the space are called positively elliptic.
Beside the usual (cohomological) Euler characteristic used in the last defini-
tion, in the rationally elliptic situation, we can also make the following definition:
The homotopy Euler characteristic of a Sullivan algebra (ΛV,d) is given
by χpi(ΛV,d) := dimV odd − dimV even. For a rationally elliptic space its ho-
motopy Euler characteristic is defined as the one of a Sullivan model of X,
or, equivalently, in view of the Theorem 4.1 as the alternating sum of the
dimensions of rational homotopy groups (for say simply-connected X).
The formal dimension of an elliptic Sullivan algebra is the largest degree
in which it has non-trivial cohomology. The formal dimension of a rationally
elliptic space is the one of its minimal Sullivan model.
A minimal Sullivan algebra (ΛV,d) is called formal if it comes with a quasi-
isomorphism (ΛV,d) '−→ H(ΛV,d). A space X is formal if so is its minimal
Sullivan model.
In view of Theorem 4.1 rational ellipticity of a nilpotent space is equivalent
to finite-dimensional rational cohomology and the property that from some
degree on all homotopy groups are torsion.
It is easy to see that the homotopy Euler characteristic of X does not depend
on the choice of Sullivan model. In particular, it agrees with the alternating
sum of the dimensions of rational homotopy groups. Moreover, with the given
sign convention, it is known that both the homotopy Euler characteristic and
the usual Euler characteristic of a rationally elliptic space are non-negative and
one is actually equal to zero if and only if the other one is not (see [FHT01,
Theorem 32.10, p. 444]).
Recall further that a pure space of finite-dimensional cohomology is automat-
ically rationally elliptic. For this note that finite-dimensionality of H0(ΛV,d)
and minimality imply that V even is finite-dimensional, hence that ΛV even
is noetherian and hence that the ideal in ΛV even generated by d(ΛV odd) is
equal to the ideal generated by d(ΛV oddf ) for some finite-dimensional subspace
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V oddf ⊂ V odd. Now observe that H1(ΛV,d) contains a sub-vector space iso-
morphic to a complement of V oddf in V odd. So finite-dimensionality of H1(ΛV,d)
implies finite-dimensionality of V odd. Any Sullivan model contains a
minimal one as a tensor factor. This implies that any pure Sullivan algebra
has a pure minimal model.
Recall (see [FHT01, p. 435]) that on a pure elliptic Sulivan algebra (ΛV,d)
with V = V even ⊕ V odd there exists the lower grading
H(ΛV,d) =
⊕
i≥0
Hi(ΛV,d)
where Hi(ΛV,d) is the subspace representable by cocycles in ΛV even ⊗ ΛiV odd.
Consequently, if Hki (ΛV,d) 6= 0 for some i > 0, then Hk(ΛV,d) is not generated
by even degree elements only.
We denote by spherical cohomology the union of all cohomology elements
for which there exists a minimal model (ΛV, d) in which they are represented
by an element of V .
Lie groups and biquotients. Recall that an H-space is a connected topological
space with a “multiplication” having a neutral element up to homotopy. Let
us quickly recall minimal models of H-spaces, or say, in our case, compact
connected Lie groups. This relies heavily on the following theorem. (Recall
that a graded vector space has “finite type” if it is finite-dimensional in each
degree.)
Theorem 4.2 (Hopf). For a path-connected H-space X such that H∗(X;Q)
has finite type, H∗(X;Q) is a free commutative graded algebra.
Since H-spaces are simple spaces, i.e. their fundamental group is abelian
acting trivially on higher homotopy groups, it follows that the free algebra
(ΛV, 0) = (H∗(X;Q), 0) actually constitutes a minimal Sullivan model of X. If
X is a finite-dimensional space—like a compact connected Lie group G—it also
follows that H∗(X;Q) as an algebra is generated in odd degrees, i.e. V = V odd,
as otherwise cohomology could not be finite-dimensional. In the case of a
compact Lie group it moreover is known that dimV = rk G.
Note that this also directly yields a model for the classifying space BG.
Indeed, since V is dual to rational homotopy groups, from the long exact
sequence of rational homotopy groups of the classifying fibration G ↪→ EG→
BG together with the contractibility of EG, we derive that V +1G = VBG. That
is, a model of BG can be obtain from the model of (ΛV, 0) of G by a degree
shift of +1 on V . Since then this VBG = V +1 is concentrated in even degrees,
also the differential upon it is necessarily 0 and a minimal model for BG is
given by (ΛV +1, 0).
Recall the notion of a biquotient. Let G be a compact connected Lie group
and let H ⊆G×G be a closed (Lie) subgroup.
Then H acts on G on the left by (h1, h2) · g = h1gh−12 . The orbit space of
this action is called the biquotient GH of G by H. If the action of H on G is
free, i.e. if all isotropy groups are trivial, then GH possesses the structure of
a smooth manifold. This is the only case we shall consider. We then obtain a
smooth fibre bundle
H ↪→ G→ GH
If H has the form H1 × H2 with H1⊆G × {1} and H2⊆{1} × G, we also
write H1\G/H2 for G(H1 ×H2). It was shown in [Esc92] that a biquotient
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GH is diffeomorphic to the biquotient ∆G\(G×G)/H where ∆G denotes
the diagonal inclusion of G in G × G. Thus both approaches/notations are
equivalent.
Clearly, the category of biquotients contains the one of homogeneous spaces:
for a subgroup H ⊂ G, the homogeneous space G/H can be identified with
the biquotient G({e} ×H), where {e} denotes the trivial subgroup.
Let us now recall a Sullivan model of G H. In [Kap05, p. 3], [Sin93],
[FOT08, Section 3.4.2, p. 137] the reader may find the construction of the
following (usually highly non-minimal) Sullivan model of GH.
Theorem 4.3. A Sullivan model of the biquotient GH of compact connected
Lie groups G, H, is given by
(Λ(VBH ⊕ VG),d)
with (ΛVBH , 0) a model for BH and (ΛVG, 0) with VG = 〈q1, . . . , qk〉 a model
for G. The differential d is defined by d|VBH = 0 and by
d(qi) = H∗(Bj)(xi ⊗ 1− 1⊗ yi)
where j : H ↪→ G × G denotes the inclusion of H and xi respectively yi are
formal copies of the qi.
Clearly, this model is two-stage with V0 = VBH (concentrated in even degrees)
and V1 = VG (necessarily concentrated in odd degrees). Hence we may draw
the obvious and well-known conclusion
Corollary 4.4. Such a biquotient is a pure space, i.e. the model above is pure.
The formal dimension of an orientable biquotient manifold dimGH then
clearly equals its formal dimension.
Pure spaces and even-degree cohomology. Let us now provide the main tools
used for the following surjectivity considerations. Our main focus lies on pure
spaces, as these will comprise the examples we are interested in: homogeneous
spaces/biquotients and cohomogeneity one spaces.
We recall the bigrading of the cohomology of a minimal Sullivan algebr (λV,d)
described above. Moreover, it is clear that H0(ΛV,d)⊆ Heven(ΛV,d)⊆ H(ΛV,d).
However, the first inclusion does not have to be strict by no means. It is the goal
of the next results to characterize exactly when not all even-degree cohomology
is concentrated in lower degree equal to zero.
Let us first recall
Proposition 4.5. Let (ΛV,d) be a pure elliptic minimal Sullivan algebra of
formal dimension d. Then up to isomorphism it is of the form
(ΛV,d) ∼= (ΛV ′, d)⊗ (Λ〈xi〉1≤i≤k, 0)(4.6)
for some maximal k ≥ 0 (possibly zero) and with (ΛV ′, d) elliptic. (In particular,
deg xi is odd for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.) Moreover, it is formal if and only if (ΛV ′,d)
has positive Euler characteristic, i.e. vanishing homotopy Euler characteristic
χpi(ΛV ′,d) = 0.
This is proved in [Ama13, Lemma 2.5]: Recall that the decomposition follows
by splitting off odd-degree spherical cohomology classes. Since (ΛV,d) is pure,
the subalgebra of H(ΛV,d) that these elements generate is free.
As a consequence of this proposition we directly derive that
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Corollary 4.7. If the pure minimal Sullivan algebra (ΛV,d) is formal, then
Heven(ΛV,d) is represented by ΛV even if and only if k ≤ 1, i.e.
H0(ΛV,d) = Heven(ΛV,d) ⇐⇒ χpi(ΛV,d) ≤ 1
Proof. A product is formal if and only if so is every factor. It is easy to
check that, by construction, the algebra (ΛV ′,d) is formal if and only if the
relations formed by the differentials of the odd-degree generators form a regular
sequence. Since cohomology is finite-dimensional, this is the case if and only if
dim(V ′)even = dim(V ′)odd. In this case the even-dimensional cohomology of
(ΛV ′, d) is generated by (V ′)even, and this remains true of the even-dimensional
cohomology of (ΛV,d) if and only if k ≤ 1 by the Künneth formula. 
Let us generalize this to the non-formal case in the following proposition
which relies on the notation from the previous one. We rely on the following
Lemma 4.8. Let (ΛV,d) be a pure elliptic minimal Sullivan algebra of formal
dimension d.
Suppose that (ΛV ′, d) has homotopy Euler characteristic χpi(ΛV ′,d) = r
(i.e. χpi(ΛV,d) = k + r) and formal dimension d′. Then the top degree non-
trivial cohomology group is given by
Hd′r (ΛV ′, d) = Hd
′(ΛV ′, d)
and is one-dimensional. In particular, if r = 1 and k ≥ 1, then a generator
of Hd′r (ΛV ′, d) multiplied with [x1] yields a non-trivial even-degree cohomology
class of H(ΛV,d) not generated by ΛV even.
Proof. This follows from [FHT01, Proposition 32.2(i), p. 436] and the fact that
a rationally elliptic space satisfies Poincaré duality. 
Proposition 4.9. Let (ΛV,d) be a pure elliptic minimal Sullivan algebra of
formal dimension d.
There exists an even-degree class 0 6= x ∈ H(ΛV,d) which cannot be repres-
ented by ΛV even if and only if the following inequality holds:
χpi(ΛV,d) = dimV odd − dimV even = k + r ≥ 2
That is,
H0(ΛV,d) = Heven(ΛV,d) ⇐⇒ χpi(ΛV,d) ≤ 1
More precisely, if χpi(ΛV ′, d) ≤ 1, then Heven(ΛV ′, d) = H0(ΛV ′,d); if χpi(ΛV ′, d) >
1, there is an even-degree class 0 6= x ∈ Hs(ΛV ′,d) with s > 0, i.e. a class not
representable by ΛV even.
Proof. We may assume that H>0(ΛV ′,d) 6= 0, since otherwise
χpi(ΛV ′, d) = 0 (see [FHT01, Proposition 32.2(ii), p. 436]), which is equi-
valent to the formality of (ΛV,d). In this case even-dimensional cohomology is
obviously generated by ΛV even if and only if k ≤ 1, as observed in Corollary
4.7.
Next, we use Lemma 4.8, respectively [FHT01, Proposition 32.2(i), p. 436],
in order to see that whenever 0 < r = χpi(ΛV ′,d) is even, there exists a
non-trivial element in
Hr(ΛV ′,d)⊆ Hr(ΛV,d)⊆ Heven(ΛV,d)⊆ Heven(ΛV,d)
which is not represented by ΛV even.
Hence, we suppose that r is odd. If k ≥ 1, we can multiply a non-trivial
class from Hr(ΛV ′,d) with x1 in order to obtain a non-trivial cohomology class
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not represented by ΛV even. Thus we may additionally assume that k = 0 (r
odd) and (ΛV,d) = (ΛV ′,d).
Hence, in this case we use that (ΛV ′,d) satisfies Poinaré duality and that
lower degree is additive. As above we have that Hr(ΛV ′, d) 6= 0, and by Lemma
4.8 that Hd′r (ΛV ′,d) = Hd
′(ΛV ′, d) (with d′ the formal dimension of (ΛV ′, d)).
Taken together, these observations imply that unless
H0<∗<r(ΛV ′, d) = H0(ΛV ′,d) = H0<∗<r(Λ(V ′)even, 0)(4.10)
there exists a non-trivial element of positive lower degree in
Heven(ΛV ′,d)⊆ Heven(ΛV ′,d). (Indeed, an element of odd lower degree re-
quires a Poincaré dual of even lower degree.)
If r = 1, then H(ΛV ′,d) = H0(ΛV ′, d) ⊕ H1(ΛV ′, d), and
H1(ΛV ′, d)⊆ Hodd(ΛV ′,d) whence Heven(ΛV ′, d) = H0(ΛV ′,d).
Hence, it remains to show that Equation (4.10) cannot hold under the
assumption that k+r = r ≥ 3 (as r is odd). For this we can partially quote the
proof of [FHT01, Proposition 32.3, p. 437]. Indeed, we choose a homogeneous
basis (ni)1≤i≤l of (V ′)odd and work by induction. We observe that r ≥ 3
we have dim(V ′)odd − dim(V ′)even ≥ 3. Consequently, as depth is restricted
from above by Krull dimension and dim(V ′)even ≤ dim(V ′)odd − 3, neither
(dni)1≤i≤l, nor, more importantly, (dni)1≤i≤l−1 can form a regular sequence in
Λ(V ′)even. In other words, we obtain that
H>0(Λ(V ′)even ⊗ Λ〈n1, n2, . . . , nl−1〉,d) 6= 0
Let y represent such a non-trivial class of minimal (ordinary) degree. As
observed (in even slightly larger generality) in the proof of [FHT01, Proposition
32.3, p. 437] we deduce that
0 6= [y] ∈ H>0(Λ(V ′)even ⊗ Λ〈n1, n2, . . . , nl−1, nl〉,d) = H>0(ΛV ′,d)
i.e. [y] considered as a cohomology class of the larger algebra is not trivial as
well. As the arguments were omitted in [FHT01] let us quickly sketch this: We
consider the rational spherical fibration
(Λ(V ′)even ⊗ 〈n1, n2, . . . , nl−1〉,d) ↪→ (Λ(V ′)even ⊗ 〈n1, n2, . . . , nl−1, nl〉, d)
→ (Λ〈nl〉, 0)
and filter the consequent Serre spectral sequence from it. On the E2-term
we see that, since the original algebra is two-stage, the differential on [nl]
(which in the original algebra then has lower degree 0) cannot hit an element of
positive lower degree. Since [y] was of minimal (ordinary) degree amongst all
elements of positive lower degree, all potential preimages under any differential
di on any page Ei are exclusively represented by elements of lower degree
at most 1—i.e. they correspond either to multiples of yl by Λ(V ′)even or to
the latter itself. It follows that [y] survives to E∞. (As observed in [FHT01]
this argument generalizes to classes [y] which are only minimal within their
respective lower degree.)
It remains to see that [y] is not of lower degree r, i.e. of strictly smaller
lower degree. This, however, is clear, as to be of lower degree r the element
y would be a multiple of n1 ∧ . . . ∧ nl−1 ∧ nl, which it obviously is not. As
a conclusion, we have found a non-trivial cohomology class of positive lower
degree smaller than r whence either this class or its Poincaré dual (using r
odd) is of even lower whence even ordinary degree. Thus this respective class
is not represented by ΛV even. 
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4.2. Surjectivity properties in equivariant cohomology. Let G be a
connected compact Lie group acting on a connected finite CW-complex X.
Then recall the Borel fibration
X
j
↪→ XG p−→ BG(4.11)
which we already introduced in Section 2.1 and where XG = X ×G EG is
the Borel construction defining equivariant cohomology H∗G(X) := H∗(XG).
Clearly, H∗(BG) = H∗G(∗). Coefficients will always be rational. Motivated by
the related maps in equivariant K-theory, i.e. on K0 in this section we are
interested in the following two questions:
Question 4.12.
(1) When is Heven(p) : HevenG (∗)→ HevenG (X) surjective?
(2) When is Heven(j) : HevenG (X)→ Heven(X) surjective?
Recall that the G-action on a compact manifold M is called equivariantly
formal if the Borel fibration (4.11) is totally cohomologous to zero, i.e. if the
map induced by the fibre inclusion H∗(j) : H∗(XG) → H∗(X) is surjective.
Equivariant formality has undergone vast research and is a rather important
concept in equivariant cohomology. Obviosuly, equivariant formality implies
the second question. Due to this proximity of our questions to big research
fields it seems too much to hope for simple and short answers. This is why for
the rest of this section we shall have to restrict the class of spaces X which we
consider way further. We begin by assuming that X is a nilpotent rationally
elliptic space.
Remark 4.13. Let X be a homogeneous space G/H. Then actually both
Questions 1 and 2 applied to different Borel fibrations yield the same problem,
actually the application we are interested in. More precisely, consider the
following two actions: left multiplication of G on G/H and left multiplication
of H on G. The corresponding Borel fibrations are
G/H
j
↪→ (G/H)G → BG and G ↪→ G/H ' GH p−→ BH
Note that the action of H on G is free and so the Borel construction GH is
homotopy equivalent to G/H, thus H∗H(G) = H∗(G/H) (see [FHT01, Propos-
ition 2.9, p. 37]). Moreover, H∗G(G/H) functorially identifies with H∗(BH).
Under these identificactions, Heven(j) for the first fibration equals Heven(p) for
the second one. Indeed, a model for the Borel construction (G/H)G is given by
(Λ(VBH ⊕ VG ⊕ VBG),d)
using the respective minimal models. The differential d is trivial on VBH
and VBG and such that it is a perturbed version (reflecting the homogeneous
structure of G/H) of the morphism induced by the identity (up to degree
shift +1) VG → VBG. That is, after performing an isomorphism and splitting
off the contractible algebra (Λ(VG ⊕ VBG), d), we obtain the minimal model
of the Borel construction (G/H)G given by (ΛVBH , 0) ∼= (H∗(BH), 0). The
morphisms induced by j and p are just the inclusion of (ΛVBH , 0) into the
model of G/H.
The morphism Heven(p) : HevenG (∗) → HevenG (X). Recall that in contrast to a
free action, for which all isotropy groups are trivial, an almost free G-action is
one for which isotropy groups are finite. We still have the rational equivalence
XG 'Q X/G. Due to standard localization results, it is known that G acts
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almost freely on the nilpotent finite CW-complex X if and only if X/G has
finite-dimensional rational cohomology (cf. [FOT08, Theorem 7.7, p. 276]).
From the Borel fibration we may construct a (not necessarily minimal)
Sullivan model for X/G out of the models of X and BG, i.e. it is given as
(ΛVX ⊗H∗(BG),d)
where (ΛVX , d¯) denotes a minimal model of X and d¯ results from d as the
projection to ΛVX (see [FOT08, Theorem 2.64, p. 81]). Moreover, d is trivial
on H∗(BG), the model of BG. In particular, we derive that if X is rationally
elliptic, then this model is generated over a finite-dimensional vector space as
well.
Theorem 4.14. Let X be a rationally elliptic nilpotent finite CW complex
with an almost free action of a compact Lie group G. If the above model for
X/G is pure, then the following two assertions are equivalent:
(1) HevenG (∗)→ HevenG (X) is surjective.
(2) pi∗(X)⊗Q = piodd(X)⊗Q and dim pi∗(X)− dim pi∗(G) ≤ 1.
Without the purity assumption the implication (2)⇒ (1) still holds.
Let X be a nilpotent rationally elliptic finite CW complex admitting an
almost free action by a compact Lie group G. Then the morphism Heven(BG)→
Heven(X/G) identifies with HevenG (∗)→ HevenG (X).
Remark 4.15. We can apply this theorem in the context of compact homogen-
eous spaces as follows: Let L/G be a compact homogeneous space. We set
X = L and obtain XG ' L/G. Since the rational homotopy groups of a com-
pact Lie group are concentrated in odd degrees, the first property of Condition
(2) holds. Thus, to prove the surjectivity of the map Heven(BG)→ Heven(L/G)
in (1) it suffices to check only the second part of Condition (2).
For nilpotent X/G the second condition of the theorem is actually equivalent
to χpi(X/G) ≤ 1, since in the model of the Borel fibration the evenly graded
part then is generated by pi∗(BG) ⊗ Q and the odd one by pi∗(X) ⊗ Q. The
difference of dimensions of homotopy groups actually equals the homotopy
Euler characteristic even if the model of the Borel fibration is not minimal as
a Sullivan model (as it usually will not be), as Euler characteristics are not
affected by taking differentials.
Remark 4.16. We remark further that the proof of the theorem does actu-
ally show a little more: If X/G does possess some pure model, then its
minimal model will be pure as well, and we can decompose it as a rational
fibration over the image of H∗(BG) in HG(X), the differential subalgebra
(H, 0)⊆ (H∗(BG), 0)⊆ (ΛV ⊗H∗(BG), d). The fibre then is again a model of
X, and we can proceed with the line of arguments leading to the proof as given,
with the role of (H∗(BG), 0) taken by (H, 0).
In the following we shall prove this theorem. First we prove the reduction
to the case that X/G is a pure space which will suffice to establish the general
assertion. Then we prove the result in this case. We point the reader to the
theory recalled in Subsection 4.1.
Let X be nilpotent rationally elliptic admitting an almost free action of a
compact Lie group G. Let (ΛV,d) be a minimal model of X. Then (ΛV ⊗
H∗(BG),d) is a model of X/G (see [FHT01, Chapter 15]) with differential
subalgebra (H∗(BG), 0) ↪→ (ΛV ⊗H∗(BG),d). Denote by (ΛV ⊗H∗(BG),dσ)
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the associated pure Sullivan algebra (see [FHT01, p. 438]). In this case,
since the differential vanishes on H∗(BG), the associated pure model has the
structure of a relative model over H∗(BG) with fibre (ΛV,dσ) yielding the
inclusion H∗(BG) ↪→ H∗(ΛV ⊗H∗(BG),dσ).
Lemma 4.17. If the morphism Heven(BG) → Heven(ΛV ⊗ H∗(BG), dσ) is
surjective, then so is Heven(BG)→ Heven(ΛV ⊗H∗(BG), d).
Proof. The odd spectral sequence (see [FHT01, p. 438]) satisfies (E0,d0) =
(ΛV⊗H∗(BG),dσ) and converges to H(ΛV⊗H∗(BG),d). Hence any cohomology
class of Heven(ΛV ⊗H∗(BG), d) is represented by one from the associated pure
model. Thus, if the morphism is surjective onto the even-degree cohomology
of the associated pure model, it is surjective onto Heven(ΛV ⊗H∗(BG),d). 
We may reformulate Lemma 4.17 or at least its proof additionally using
Proposition 4.9 as
Corollary 4.18. Let X be nilpotent rationally elliptic with χpi(X) ≤ 1 such
that all even-degree rational homotopy groups define spherical cohomology.
Then Heven(X) is generated by spherical cohomology in even degrees.
Proof. The arguments are basically the same as before: Let (ΛV,d) be a
minimal model of X. The odd spectral sequence converges from the associated
pure model (ΛV,dσ) to H(ΛV,d). The associated pure model is elliptic if
and only if so is (ΛV,d). If (ΛV,d) is minimal, so is (ΛV, d¯), and respective
homotopy Euler characteristics agree. Hence, by Proposition 4.9, H(ΛV,dσ) is
generated by ΛV even. By the assumption on spherical cohomology, we derive
that V even is closed in (ΛV,d), and ΛV even surjects onto all elements of even
total degree in each sheet of the odd spectral sequence, and hence, due to
convergence, the map (ΛV even, 0) → Heven(ΛV,d) induced by the identity is
surjective. 
Note that without the assumption on spherical cohomology even degree
homotopy groups need not define cohomology classes and they only represent
cohomology classes of Heven(ΛV,d) in the sense of the spectral sequence; i.e. on
the level of the model they would need to be perturbed.
We now combine the obtained insight to prove Theorem 4.14.
Proof of Theorem 4.14. If X is rationally elliptic, we may form a relative
minimal model of the Borel fibration (ΛV ⊗H∗(BG), d) in order to apply Lemma
4.17. So suppose that pi∗(X)⊗Q = piodd(X)⊗Q and dim pi∗(X)−dim pi∗(G) ≤ 1.
We show that Heven(BG)→ Heven(X/G) is surjective, i.e. that Heven(BG)→
Heven(ΛV ⊗ H∗(BG), d) is surjective, where (ΛV ⊗ H∗(BG),d) is a minimal
relative model of the Borel fibration. For this in view of Lemma 4.17 it suffices
to show that Heven(BG)→ Heven(ΛV ⊗H∗(BG), dσ) is surjective.
Now notice that (ΛV ⊗ H∗(BG),dσ) is actually the same as forming the
relative minimal model over H∗(BG) with respect to (ΛV,dσ), i.e. in (ΛV ⊗
H∗(BG),d) first projecting to (ΛV,dσ) and then projecting to
(ΛV ⊗ H∗(BG),dσ). Since the model was chosen relatively minimal, (ΛV, d¯)
is minimal, and so is (ΛV,dσ). The assumption pi∗(X) ⊗ Q = piodd(X) ⊗ Q
and dim pi∗(X) − dim pi∗(G) ≤ 1 hence translates to V = V odd and dimV −
dim pi∗(H∗(BG)) ≤ 1 for both (ΛV,d) and (ΛV,dσ).
Moreover, by [FHT01, Theorem 32.4, p. 438] we preserve finite-dimensional
cohomology, i.e. fdim H(ΛV ⊗ H∗(BG), dσ) = fdim H(ΛV ⊗ H∗(BG),d) < ∞
(as the original G-action is almost free), where fdim denotes formal dimension.
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Hence we reduced to the case that X is pure, and that actually so is X/G
whilst preserving the assumption on the homotopy groups of X.
Thus, whenever we proved the result for pure X/G, the application to (ΛV ⊗
H∗(BG),dσ) yields the surjectivity of Heven(BG)→ Heven(ΛV ⊗ H∗(BG), dσ)
and of Heven(BG)→ Heven(ΛV ⊗H∗(BG), d) as asserted.
Hence, in the following we prove the equivalence in the pure case. This will
follow from Proposition 4.9. That is, we assume that (ΛV ⊗H∗(BG), d) is pure
elliptic and actually minimal (by possibly replacing it by a minimal model).
Note that passing to a minimal model has no effect on the homotopy Euler
characteristic as noted below Theorem 4.14.
If X has even-degree rational homotopy, then, by construction (using that
H∗(BG) is concentrated in even degrees), this passes on to non-trivial even
degree rational homotopy other than pi∗(BG)⊗Q in (ΛV ⊗H∗(BG), d). Con-
sequently, the map from H∗(BG) will not be surjective. Conversely, if the map
is surjective, X cannot possess even degree rational homotopy, as, in the pure
case, this defines additional non-trivial cohomology. Hence we may assume
that pi∗(X)⊗Q = piodd(X)⊗Q and V = V odd.
As a conclusion, we are now in the situation that (ΛV ⊗ H∗(BG),d) is
minimal pure and V = V odd, V even = H∗(BG) (or, more precisely, V even is
actually generated by H∗(BG)), and we want to prove that surjectivity of the
map from H∗(BG) is equivalent to χpi(ΛV ⊗H∗(BG),d) ≤ 1. With the given
identifications this, however, is the content of Proposition 4.9, which yields the
depicted equivalence. 
The morphism Heven(j) : HevenG (X)→ Heven(X). As observed above, the sur-
jectivity of this morphism is “half the definition” of equivariant formality. Thus
general answers will be elusive.
Remark 4.19. From Remark 4.13, Theorem 4.14 (applied to the fibration
G ↪→ G/H ' GH → BH, see Remark 4.15 explaining how to apply the
theorem to homogeneous spaces) and the fibration G/H j↪→ (G/H)G → BG
identifying with G/H ↪→ BH −→ BG we derive that for a homogeneous space
X = G/H of homotopy Euler characteristic at most 1 this surjectivity holds.
In this case this is actually again just the surjectivity of the morphism
Heven(BH)→ Heven(G/H).
It will be our goal to show that the surjectivity statement of the remark is true
for certain G-actions which are no longer homogeneous but of cohomogeneity
one in Section 4.3.
Let us now describe some further general situations in which surjectivity
holds. We start with a trivial observation.
Proposition 4.20. If X is pure and rationally elliptic, χpi(X) ≤ 1 and
deg pieven(X)⊗Q < deg piodd(X)⊗Q (i.e. if all even degree homotopy groups
have lower degrees than the lowest degree odd class), then Heven(j) : HevenG (X)→
Heven(X) is surjective.
Proof. In this case, since H∗(BG) is concentrated in even degrees, the Leray–
Serre spectral sequence of the Borel fibration degenerates on all even-degree
spherical cohomology classes for degree reasons, i.e. by the lacunary principle.
Due to χpi(X) ≤ 1 and pureness any even-degree cohomology class of X is
generated by even-degree spherical cohomology (see Proposition 4.9). 
Let us provide another observation.
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Proposition 4.21. Let X be nilpotent rationally elliptic admitting an action
of a compact Lie group G. Suppose that both X and XG are pure (whilst
XG not necessarily of finite-dimensional cohomology) and χpi(X) ≤ 1, then
Heven(j) : HevenG (X)→ Heven(X) is surjective.
Proof. Since XG is pure, we again see that the even-degree rational homotopy
groups of XG are the ones of X plus the ones of BG, i.e. the Leray–Serre
spectral sequence on even degree spherical cohomology classes degenerates
again. Thus the map induced on cohomology by the fibre inclusion is surjective
onto the subalgebra generated by even-degree spherical cohomology of X. Since
X is pure and χpi(X) ≤ 1, this yields the result due to Proposition 4.9. 
We remark that it is easy to state examples lacking surjectivity if χpi(X) ≥ 2.
One of these is given by the universal G-bundle G ↪→ EG→ BG already, where
H∗(EG) = Q is the equivariant cohomology of the G-action on X = G: If
χpi(G) = rk G ≥ 2, then Q = HevenG (G) cannot surject onto Heven(G).
However, already applied to the trivial (or say any equivariantly formal)
G-action we see that χpi(X) ≤ 1 is not a condition which is necessary in general.
4.3. Applications to homogeneous spaces, cohomogeneity one mani-
folds and biquotients. We now provide applications of the established result
to the specified spaces. Note that as is known/as we shall illustrate all these
spaces under consideration admit elliptic pure models and hence are very well
accessible to our theorems.
Homogeneous spaces and biquotients. Homogeneous spaces of compact con-
nected Lie groups keep being the core example of our considerations. Recall
that such a space is simple (see [FOT08, Proposition 1.62, p. 31]), i.e. its
fundamental group acts trivially on higher homotopy groups, and, in particular,
nilpotent.
Further recall again Remark 4.13 with the two fibrations
G/H
j
↪→ BH ' (G/H)G → BG and G ↪→ G/H ' GH p−→ BH
where Heven(j) for the first fibration identifies with Heven(p) for the second one.
As we already stated in Remark 4.19, if χpi(G/H) ≤ 1, then this morphism
is surjective, and it identifies with Heven(j) : Heven(BH)→ Heven(G/H). The
same can be deduced from Proposition 4.21 applied to the first bundle.
It is the goal of this section to first generalize this to biquotients GH
of compact connected Lie groups and to see that this actually becomes an
equivalence on there. This will be the content of Theorem 4.23 below.
Let us now indeed move on to the general case of a biquotient where we do
no longer have a transitive G-action, i.e. we cannot formulate a direct analog of
the first bundle in this form via equivariant cohomology (although we actually
still have the bundle GH j↪→ BH → BG).
However, this situation still fits into our general framework represented by
Question 4.12 via the analog of the second bundle above: Consider the bundle
G ↪→ GH ' GH p−→ BH
analog to the respective one for homogeneous spaces above. We will be
interested in the surjectivity of the induced map in even-degree cohomology
Heven(p) : HevenH (∗) −→ HevenH (G)
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This is actually again exactly the first part of Question 4.12 now considering
the free biquotient action of H on G in G ↪→ GH → BH.
More precisely, let f : GH → BH be the classifying map of the principal
H bundle G→ GH. We write αˆ for the composition of the pullback along f
on cohomology with the projection to even degrees, i.e. actually just for the
map
αˆ := Heven(p) : Heven(BH;Q)→ Heven(GH;Q)
We aim to apply Proposition 4.9 for the morphism αˆ. Let us be more
elaborate than necessary in order to illustrate the arguments again in the
special case of a biquotient: We rewrite the cohomology of the model of the
biquotient (ΛV,d) as follows.
H(ΛV,d) ∼= H(ΛVBH ⊗ ΛVG, d)
' H(ΛV ′,d)⊗ Λ〈[xi]〉1≤i≤k
∼= (H∗(BH)H∗(BG)⊕N)⊗ Λ〈[xi]〉1≤i≤k
In the second isomorphism we split off a maximal free factor generated by spher-
ical cohomology classes, i.e. by elements xi ∈ VG, and we actually additionally
pass to a minimal model (ΛV ′,d). For the last isomorphism we apply the lower
grading in cohomology described above (see [FHT01, p. 435])—clearly (ΛV ′, d)
is again pure—i.e. we decompose
H(ΛV ′, d) ∼=
⊕
i≥0
Hi(ΛV ′,d)
where Hi(ΛV ′,d) denotes the subspace representable by cocycles in ΛV even ⊗
ΛkV odd. We define H∗(BH)H∗(BG) := H0(ΛV ′,d) and N := ⊕i>0 Hi(ΛV ′,d).
Note that the terminology for the 0-graded subspace is rather intuitive, since
this space is exactly the quotient of H∗(BH) by H∗(BG) via the map induced
by the biquotient inclusion. Higher gradings involve “Massey products”.
Note further that by construction V even = VBH , V odd = VG such that
χpi(GH) = dimVG − dimVBH = rk G− rk H
is indeed the homotopy Euler characteristic
χpi(GH) = dimQ piodd(GH)⊗Q− pieven(GH)⊗Q
For this up to duality we identify the underlying vector space of a minimal
Sullivan model with the rational homotopy groups, and we note once again
that dividing out a contractible algebra—that is, passing from a potentially
non-minimal model to a minimal model—has no effect on the homotopy Euler
characteristic.
We are now in position to reformulate parts of Proposition 4.5 and the
Lemma 4.8 for biquotients.
Proposition 4.22. For (ΛV,d) a model of a biquotient G H of compact
connected Lie groups we have
H(ΛV,d) ∼= (H∗(BH)H∗(BG)⊕N)⊗ Λ〈[xi]〉1≤i≤k
Here N has a lower grading and the non-trivial top degree of it plus k equals
the corank rk G− rk H.

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Let us now focus on the surjectivity of
αˆ : Heven(BH;Q)→ Heven(GH;Q)
In Theorem 4.23 below we directly characterize the surjectivity of this morphism.
Before we do so, let us, however, illustrate a little this surjectivity in different
cases corresponding to the decomposition in Proposition 4.5. The reader may
skip this part and directly procede to the theorem and then actually its short
proof.
We set the corank c := rk(G)− rk(H). From Proposition 4.22 already we
can make the following easy observations on the cohomological αˆ:
• It is clear that for c ∈ {0, 1} the map α is surjective. Let us illustrate
this by some showcase computations. In fact, in case c = 0 it follows
that N = 0 and k = 0 such that the quotient of cohomology algebras
H∗(BH)H∗(BG)
indeed computes the cohomology of GH and, moreover, encodes the
rational type of GH due to its formality. Hence α is just a quotient
map whence it is surjective.
Note that, since c = 0, the space GH is positively elliptic and hence
concentrated in even degrees.
This changes in the case c = 1. Here we derive that either N 6= 0
and k = 0, or N = 0, k = 1. In the latter subcase GH is formal, and
cohomology splits as
H∗(GH;Q) ∼= Heven(GH;Q)⊕Heven(GH;Q) · [x1]
Moreover, Heven(GH;Q) is a quotient of H∗(BH;Q).
In the non-formal subcase, i.e. k = 0, N 6= 0, we derive that N =
H1(ΛV ′, d) since c = dimV odd − dimV even (see [FHT01, Proposition
32.2(ii), p. 436]) (in the notation of Proposition 4.22). It follows that
H∗(GH;Q) ∼= H0(GH;Q)⊕H1(GH;Q)
and
H0(GH;Q) ∼= Heven(GH;Q)
H1(GH;Q) ∼= Hodd(GH;Q)
(Note that the degree statements follow by definition, i.e. for example,
elements from H1(GH;Q) are represented by linear combinations of
products with exactly one non-trivial factor from V odd.)
In particular, since H0(G  H;Q) = H∗(BH)  H∗(BG) is just a
quotient of H∗(BH;Q), the morphism α again is surjective.
Note that it is not at all necessary to split into these two subcases;
the latter arguments also apply to the formal case with
Hodd(GH;Q) ∼= H1(GH;Q) ∼= Heven(GH;Q) · [x1]
Nonetheless, we hope that the distinction serves to illustrate the argu-
ments.
• If c ≥ 2 and M is formal, then the map αˆ is easily seen not to be
surjective—this is a direct application of Decomposition (4.6), since in
the formal case (ΛV ′,d) is positively elliptic. In the following, we shall
use the previous reasonings to drop the assumption of formality.
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• We can also show very quickly the non-surjectivity in the case when
c = 2. We know that
dimGH = dimG− dimH ≡ rk G− rk H mod 2
since H∗(G) (respectively H∗(H)) is freely generated by rk G (respect-
ively rk H) many generators in odd degrees. The spaces are formal,
the cohomology algebras are actually minimal models and their formal
dimension (in this case just the sum of the ranks of the generators)
equals the dimension of the groups.
If c = 2, then dimGH is even. However, rational cohomology cannot
be concentrated in even degrees. Hence there is 0 6= α ∈ Hodd(M). By
Poincaré duality there is 0 6= β ∈ Hodd(M) with α · β 6= 0. Moreover,
since α2 = 0, β 6∈ I(α) with I(α) the ideal generated by α. It follows
that the volume form is not in the image of Heven(BH).
After we spent some time illustrating and reproving results in a different
way in special cases, the following theorem now yields the full characterization
for biquotients. Recall that χpi(GH) = rkG− rkH.
Theorem 4.23. Let M = GH be a biquotient of compact connected Lie
groups. The morphism αˆ is surjective if and only if rkG− rkH ≤ 1.
By the arguments above we have seen one direction, namely that c ∈ {0, 1}
implies that the map αˆ is surjective (to be precise we have seen it surject onto
the even-degree part). It remains to see what happens for c ≥ 2. (We may
assume that Hodd(GH) 6= 0, as Hodd(GH) = 0 ⇔ c = 0 (see [FOT08,
Theorem 2.75, p. 85]).
In the spirit of the more elaborate than actually necessary but hopefully
illustrative discussion we pursued before stating the result, let us also here give
more details than necessary: In the terminology from Proposition 4.9, we have
that k + r ≥ 2. Thus we have to consider three (not mutually disjoint) cases.
In all three cases we have to identify a non-trivial even-degree cohomology
class not represented by ΛV even.
k ≥ 2: Here such a class is given by [x1] · [x2].
k = r = 1: In this case, such a class is constructed in Lemma 4.8.
r ≥ 2: In this case, such a class is constructed in Proposition 4.9.
Since im H∗(BH)⊆ H0(ΛV ′,d), none of the constructed classes ever lies in
the image of H∗(BH) under αˆ. Consequently, none of the morphisms αˆ is
surjective.
The complete short and direct proof, however, follows by applying Proposi-
tion 4.9. We argue as follows:
Proof of Theorem 4.23. Set c := χpi(GH) = rkG−rkH. The standard model
of a biquotient is pure; hence, so is its minimal model (ΛV,d). The condition
c ≥ 2 consequently is equivalent to dimV odd − dimV even ≥ 2. Moreover,
ΛV even⊆ H∗(BH), and agrees with the image of αˆ. Hence Proposition 4.9
yields the result. 
Now we are ready to give the proof of Theorem D
Proof of Theorem D. Let G/H be a homogeneous space as in Theorem D.
Recall from Proposition 2.6 that Theorem D is equivalent to the following
statement: “The morphism u : KG(G/H)→ K(G/H) is surjective if and only
if rkG− rkH ≤ 1.” In [GAZ17, Theorem 3.6] it is shown that u : KG(G/H)→
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K(G/H) is surjective if rkG − rkH ≤ 1 (recall that KG(G/H) ∼= R(H)).
So it remains to show that u : KG(G/H) → K(G/H) is not surjective if
rkG− rkH ≥ 2. We argue by contradiction. Suppose it is surjective for some
homogeneous space as in the assertion of Theorem D with rkG−rkH ≥ 2. Then
its rationalization u : KG(G/H)⊗Q→ K(G/H)⊗Q is surjective as well, and so
is the map HevenG (G/H;Q)→ Heven(G/H;Q) by Proposition 3.5. As explained
in Remark 4.13, the map HevenG (G/H;Q) → Heven(G/H;Q) equals the map
αˆ : Heven(BH;Q) → Heven(G/H;Q) under the corresponding identifications.
Yet, the latter is never surjective if rkG− rkH ≥ 2 by Theorem 4.23 applied
to the biquotient G/H = G({e} ×H). This completes the proof. 
Cohomogeneity one spaces. We refer the reader to Section 1.1 for the structure
of cohomogeneity one manifolds. In particular, we recalled the double mapping
cylinder decomposition these manifolds admit in Equation (1.1), and the fact
that they are determined by a group diagram (G,H,K+,K−) with K±/H
spheres. In the following we denote the normal fibres by F± := K±/H.
Recall the following results from [GM14, Corollary 1.3, p. 37] and [CGHM18,
Theorem 1.1(b), p. 2] in the case of cohomogeneity one manifolds.
Theorem 4.24. • A cohomogeneity one action of a compact connected
Lie group on a compact connected manifold is equivariantly formal
if and only if the rank of at least one isotropy group is maximal,
i.e. max{rkK±} = rkG.
• If both F+ = K+/H and F− = K−/H are odd-dimensional spheres,
then
H∗G(M) ∼= H∗(BH)[e+, e−]/(e+ · e−)
with H∗(BK±) ∼= H∗(BH)[e±] and with deg e± = dimF± + 1.
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 4.26, which analyses surjectivity
of HevenG (M) → Heven(M), i.e. a weaker/“Z2-graded” version of equivariant
formality. We shall solely focus on the case when both F± are odd-dimensional
spheres, as this is the only case necessary for our geometric considerations. A
generalization to arbitrary cohomogeneity one manifolds seems easily feasible
but tedious and not necessary for our purposes.
In order to provide this analysis we shall slightly extend famous work by
Grove–Halperin (see [GH87]) and explicitly compute a Sullivan model for the
cohomogeneity one manifold in this special case. This will come in very handy
to compare its cohomology to its G-equivariant cohomology.
We procede as follows: First we compute a model for the cohomogeneity
one spaces we are interested in. This will then allow us in a second step to
identify the morphism from G-equivariant cohomology to ordinary cohomology
explicitly when deriving its surjectivity.
Actually, the model for the cohomogeneity one manifold turns out to be
pure. The same can easily be seen to hold true (actually part of the proof of
Theorem 4.26) for equivariant cohomology as well. Hence at this point one
might also just draw on Proposition 4.21 to conclude in one direction. We
prefer, however, to spend some few more lines on spelling out the arguments
in Theorem 4.26.
The important step is to actually verify the structure of the model of the
cohomogeneity one manifold. Note that from this computation one can also
directly derive the second part of Theorem 4.24.
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Proposition 4.25. Let M be the cohomogeneity one manifold corresponding
to the quadruple of connected Lie groups (G,H,K−,K+) and with F± both
odd-dimensional spheres. Then a pure Sullivan model of M is given as(
H∗(BH)[e+, e−]⊗H∗(G)⊗ Λ〈n〉, d
)
with deg e± = dimF±+ 1, d|H∗(BH)[e+,e−] = 0, dn = e+ · e− and the differential
on H∗(G) induced as a derivation up to degree shift by H∗(BG) → H∗(BK±)
(and H∗(BK±) ∼= H∗(BH)[e±]).
Proof. From [GH87, p. 445] we see that a model of a double mapping cylinder
is given by its induced algebraic double mapping cylinder. In our concrete case,
this is the algebraic mapping cylinder of the double mapping cylinder of
G/K+ → G/H ← G/K−
Using the standard Sullivan models of homogeneous spaces this dualizes to
(H∗(G)⊗H∗(BK+),d) φ+−−→ (H∗(G)⊗H∗(BH), d) φ−←−− (H∗(G)⊗H∗(BK−), d)
Note that the φ± induce the identity on H∗(G). This means that a model
for M is given by
{(x, y) ∈ (H∗(BK+)⊕H∗(BK−)) | φ+(x) = φ−(y)}⊗˜H∗(G)
=
((
H∗(BH)[e+, e−]/(e+ · e−)
)⊗H∗(G),d)
where, by construction, the differential on the first tensor factor is trivial.
The differential on H∗(G) is the one induced as a derivation on generators
of H∗(G) up to a degree shift by +1 by H∗(BG) → H∗(BK±) (see [FOT08,
Theorem 3.50, p. 137]). Here we take profit of the surjectivity of the morph-
isms H∗(BK±)→ H∗(BH) (since F± rationally are odd-dimensional spheres).
Moreover, e± denote the volume forms of the fibre spheres F± up to degree
shift, i.e. H∗(BK±) = H∗(BH)[e±].
We now find a quasi-isomorphic Sullivan model (ΛV,d) for this model—
which is already rather close to a Sullivan algebra—by introducing dn = e+ ·e−.
(Indeed, we may replace the base algebra H∗(BH)[e+, e−]/e+ · e− by a minimal
model and apply [FHT01, Corollary, p. 199].) This yields the model from the
assertion. It is actually a pure model, by construction. 
Let us now understand when the even-degree equivariant cohomology of
a cohomogeneity one manifold surjects onto its usual cohomology in even
degrees. For this we shall make use of the pure Sullivan model we constructed
in Proposition 4.25, and we shall characterize it with the tools developed
in Proposition 4.9. We observe that in the case we are interested in both
F± = K±/H are odd dimensional spheres. This implies that rk K+ − rk H =
1 = rk K− − rk H and rk K+ = rk K−.
Theorem 4.26. Let M be the cohomogeneity one manifold corresponding to
the quadruple of connected Lie groups (G,H,K−,K+) and with F+, F− both
odd-dimensional spheres.
The induced morphism HevenG (M ;Q)→ Heven(M ;Q) is surjective if and only
if rkG− rkK± ≤ 1.
Proof. Using the Sullivan model (ΛV,d) of M constructed in Proposition 4.25
the morphism HevenG (M ;Q)→ Heven(M ;Q) becomes
Heven
(
H∗(BH)[e+, e−]⊗ Λ〈n〉, d
)→ Heven (H∗(BH)[e+, e−]⊗ Λ〈n〉 ⊗H∗(G),d)
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using the fact that forming a minimal model of the Borel construction results, up
to isomorphism, in splitting off the contractible algebra H∗(BG)⊗˜H∗(G) ' Q.
Both models are pure. Consequently, we may choose a minimal model and
decompose H∗(M) = H(ΛV,d) using the lower grading
H(ΛV,d) =
⊕
i≥0
Hi(ΛV,d)
(see [FHT01, p. 435]) where Hi(ΛV,d) is the subspace representable by cocycles
in ΛV even ⊗ ΛiV odd.
We compute the homotopy Euler characteristic
χpi(ΛV,d)
= dimV odd − dimV even
= (rk G+ 1)− (rk K− + 1)
= rk G− rk K−
(= rk G− rk K+)
Indeed, the +1 summand in V odd results from the extra generator n encoding
the relation e+ · e− = 0, the +1 summand in V even is due to dimV even being
equal to the number of algebra generators of H∗(BH)[e+, e−] which equals
dim H∗(BK+) + 1 (where in the latter formula dimension is Krull dimension).
Recall that by construction H0(ΛV,d) equals the cohomology generated by
ΛV even = H∗(BH)[e+, e−]. We now apply Proposition 4.9, which yields that
H0(ΛV,d) surjects onto Heven(ΛV,d) if and only if
2 ≥ χpi(ΛV,d) = dimV odd − dimV even = rk G− rk K+
From the commutative diagram
Heven0 (ΛV,d) // Heven(ΛV,d)
Heven(BH)[e+, e−] //

Heven
(
H∗(BH)[e+, e−]⊗ Λ〈n〉 ⊗H∗(G), d
)
Heven(BH)[e+, e−]/e+·e− // Heven
(
H∗(BH)[e+, e−]/e+·e− ⊗H∗(G), d
)
HevenG (M) // Heven(M)
we see that surjectivity of H0(ΛV,d) onto Heven(M) is equivalent to surjectivity
of equivariant cohomology. (Note that the element e+ · e− lies in the kernel of
the upmost two horizontal morphisms.) This finishes the proof. 
We can now give the proof of Theorem E.
Proof of Theorem E. For a cohomogeneity one manifold as in Theorem E we
have that the induced morphism HevenG (M ;Q)→ Heven(M ;Q) is surjective by
Theorem 4.26, implying the surjectivity of the map KG(M)⊗Q→ K(M)⊗Q
by Proposition 3.5. The theorem follows by Proposition 3.7. 
We are finally ready to prove Part (2) of Theorem A.
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Proof of Part (2) of Theorem A. Let M be a cohomogeneity one manifold
M(G,H,K−,K+) as in Part (2) of Theorem A, and let E be an arbitrary real
vector bundle over M . By Theorem E there exist integers q, k such that the
bundle qE⊕Rk is isomorphic to (the underlying non-equivariant vector bundle
of) a G-vector bundle F . The assumption K±/H ∼= S1 allows us to apply Part
(2) of Theorem B, thus F carries a non-negatively curved metric. Its pullback
via the isomorphism qE ⊕Rn = F yields the desired metric on qE ⊕Rk, which
is canonically identified with qE × Rk. 
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